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Page7b
Freshmen learn the importance of shower shoes and
"Realities on Campus.'' The
show touched on rape, abuse
and personal hygiene.

Pagelb
The Racers prepare to
seek an Ohio Valley
Conference title after
the team was selected
to finish third at the
league's Media Day.
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Summer improvements

Suspects
charged
in murder
of student
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
s.zeUer@thenews.org

photos by Andrea Chapman/The News

A second Thoroughbrewed Cafe added to Regents College offers students another dining option with the acceptance of meal

plans and later hours. Students can now grab a eup of coffee and nm to class or bang out Jn the lobby with friends.

Additions, renovationS
improve residence halls

I

Jacquellne Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

Students in several highrise residential colleges are
relaxing on new over-sized
sofas and watching MTV on
big-screen TVs after renovations breathed life into the
nearly abandoned lobbies.
Regents College's lobby
received a complete overhaul this summer and other
smaller additions.
"The new students and
their
parents
were
impressed, but the returning
students were really appreciative of what had been
done," said Squire Babcock,
Regents' college head. "This
is what we wanted - a selfcontained living and learning environment - and we
are very pleased."
A second Thoroughbrewed Cafe also opened in
Regents College. The new
cafe gives students who live
on th,at side of campus
another dining option.

Murder charges have been flied in the
death of Murray State student Robert
Antoine Pruett, 22 of Jackson, Tenn., who
was fatally shot while visiting his girlfriend in Savanna, Tenn., May 27.
According to Hardin County records,
Eric C. Boyd of St. Louis, Mo. and Freddie
L. Cunningham, III of Morris Chapel,
Tenn. both 27 are charged with fl.rst
degree murder and criminal attempt to
commit first degree murder in the case.
"He wanted to become an architect,''
said Pruett's father, Edward Pruett, Jr.
"He knew he was gifted in art, and we discussed it and we knew he would be good
at whatever he wanted to design."
A junior art major, Pruett was involved
in the Organization of Murray Art Students. Pruett was planning on switching
his major to architecture this year, his
father said.
"We had planned to go back to Michigan after he got his master's (degree),"
Pruett said.
Robert Pruett was born in Detroit, but
moved to Jackson, Tenn. with his father,
who raised him and his brother Edward
Pruett III, a Murray State senior. Two
brothers, Darryl and Derrick, and two sisters, PhylliS and Paula, live in Michigan.
His mother, Vancey, lives in Murray.
Pruett was a member of the Northside
High School track team, and he graduated
from high school in 2001.
"He and 1 were very close," his father
said. "Just about whatever 1 did, he did."
Both were charter members of Westminster Presbyterian Church.
"Robert was Just a precious youngster
in a very fine disposition, and everybody
liked him,'' Pruett said.

Officials
investigate
bomb threat
Staff Report

The Tborougbbrewed Cafe In Regents serves coffee, pastries, sandwiches and other snacks.
Bill Benriter, director of
Food Services, said the new
Thoroughbrewed will offer
breakfast and lunch items
starting Monday. Students
will be able to purchase
muffins, juice, salads, sandwiches and other products
with their meal plan. How-

ever, meal plans do not
cover Starbuclcs drinks, but
the cafe accepts cash and
declining balance.
White College's lobby also
got a face-lift and Meagan
Hensley, Residential College
Council president, said she
could not be happier.

White CoUege residents have a fully renovated
lobby area with a wide-screen TV.
"It's conducive to students
gathering and getting to
know one another." said
Hensley, sophomore from
Frankfort. "And that really is
an important part of residential college life."
Don Robertson, director

of Student Affairs, said the
renovations in Regents and
White are only · the beginning of changes on campus.
Elizabeth College also was
scheduled {or a new lobby

see CHANGES I 3

College loan interest rate hike increases fmancial burdens
Jacqueline Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

The financial burden on college
students recently became a little
heavier due to an interest rate
increase on student loans.
All types of interest rates, from
mortgages to credit cards and student loans, are increasing, said
Charles Vinson, director of Financial Aid.
Stafford loans rose 1.93 percentage
points. Graduates are paying them
with an interest rate of 5.3 percent,
and those still in school with unsubsidized loans have a rate of 4.7 percent.
Because Stafford loans have a
variable rate, Vinson said, the percentage fluctuates.
"While it is a considerable rise, it
is still a low interest rate." he said.
Vinson also said the rates on
Stafford loans can go up to 8.25 per-

cent. Despite the recent increase, the
rates are lower than they were four
years ago.
While borrowers can consolidate
Perkins and Stafford loans, Vinson
said students should carefully consider that option.
"It's not a good idea to consolidate
while you're in school because you
can only do that once," Vinson said.
"Especially hold off if you're a freshman or sophomore who will be taking out more loans."
While loans are a convenient way
to pay for college, they can be a hassle. Derek Vaughan, junior from
Symsonia, thought he might have to
pay out of pocket for his tuition
because his loan posted later than
expected.
Vaughan said he applied online
for his loan and had problems with
the signature process.
"Something didn't work right the
first time I tried to do the electronic
authorization, and I had to do it

over," Vaughan said. "1 guess that
delayed it, but it finally posted."
A considerable amount of Students at Murray State receive financial assistance. Approximately 70
percent of students have some type
of financial aiel whether it be grants,
loans or scholarships, while 38 percent receive Federal Aid through
grants or loans, said the Financial
Aid Office.
With such a high number of students receiving aid at Murray State,
Charles Vinson said there are many
things they can do to ensure proper
loan dispersal. Vinson said students
need to apply for loans early, complete applications correctly and be
sure they have no academic holds on
their accounts.
"It's very important for students
to check the PIN system continuously to make sure there are no problems with their account," he said.
One way students can bypass the
need for loans is by applying for

.

scholarships.
Carmen Garland,
director of University Scholarships,
said applying for scholarships
should be easier this year.
Scholarship applications will be
online by Oct 1, making them available to students at all times.
"Students have to find the time
and effort to apply for scholarships,
which sometimes include writing
essays or getting letters of recom~
mendations," Garland said.
The Web site will also provide
students with more than 30 .free
Web sites and other resources to
apply for outside scholarships.
"It only takes about an hour to
apply for these scholarships, and
you can earn $1,000," Garland said.
"Not many of us will ever have a job
that pays $1.000 an hour, so it's really not a bad deal."
The scholarship booklet and
application, as well as other information will be online at www.murraystate.edu/scholarships.

The first day of classes went off without a hitch despite an anonymous bomb
threat University officials received in July
warning of an attack on Wednesday.
Public Safety increased security on
campus because of the threat, which Marshall County Shcrifrs Department officers found on a men's bathroom wall in
Waterfield Park.
According to a campus-wide e-mail
sent Aug. 2, the graffiti read "MSU will be
blown up on the first day of classes."
David Devoss, director of Public Safety,
said officers were stationed near 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard, by academic
buildings on the south side of campus and
by residential colleges.
Officers
addressed questions and talked to students at their locations.
"We treat every threat to our campus
very seriously," Devoss said.
Public Safety officers and the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department worked
together to investigate the threat before
students began classes. but no arrests
were made.
"Murray State has been the recipient of
numerous bomb threats," Devoss said.
"Several e-mail threats have resulted in
arrests."
The July threat was the second Murray
State received during the summer. Craig
Steven Powell, 36, of Benton was arrested
June 20 and charged with terroristic
threatening in the case. A federal grand
jury indicted him on July 12. His arraignment was July 14.
Powell threatened to place a bomb in
Pogue Library on June 15 and mailed terroristic letters to The Paducah Sun,
WPSD-TV and the MarshaJl County Sheriff's Department, according to The Paducah Sun. Powell later admitted to mailing
the letters.
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CAMPus BRIEFLY

•Police

7:05a.m. A caller from Carr Health
requested an officer open the women's locker room for the visiting
soccer team. The room was open
when officers arrived.
12:04 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a Murray State
vehicle parked half in the residence
director's parking space and half in
a handicapped parking space. Public Safety notified Facilities Management.
2:41p.m. A caller reported two suspicious males were driving around
the parking lots near 16th and Olive
Streets. Officers were advised.
11:37 p.m. A caller from Facilities
Management reported a blinking
light on an unattended forklift. The
caller turned off the light.

Elizabeth College residents nm from residents of Clark College after
throwing water balloons at them during a volleyball game.

will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. August

Alexander and Courier-Journal Capital
Bureau Chief Tom Lofus. A question and
answer session will follow.
Seating begins at 5:30p.m. and reservations can be made by calling 762-4894.

30 outside Winslow Dining Hall. The
event will feature Jive music, free drinks
and information on recycling. For more
information call 762-2595.

Parents to be recognized
during Family Weekend

Environmental Center
launches start of recycling
The Fall 2005 Kick-off Recycling Rally

Police plan traffic stops
to catch impaired drivers
In conjunction with the nationwide
"You Drink, You Drive, You Lose" campaign, Murray State University Police
will conduct traffic safety checkpoints on
campus from Aug. 19 to Sept. 5. Officers
will check for impaired drivers at
approved locations on campus.

Students have the opeortunity to recognize their parents or guardians by nominating them for the Outstanding Parent's
award during Family Weekend, Sfhcduled
for Sept. 16 and 17.
Students :1re required to write an essay
of 500 words or less explaining why their
pan:nts or guardians deserve the award.
Nomination forms arc available from
residential college heads, or online at
www.murraystate.edu/ialu/outstandingparent.pdf.

'Comment On Kentucky'
to be taped on campus
"Comment on Kentucky," a KET production, will broadcast live from Wrather
West Kentucky Museum Auditorium at 7
p.m. Aug. 26. The evening will also
include taping of an edition of a new
series, "Connections with Renee Shaw:' ~
and a reception.
University President F. King Alexander
will join host AI Smith to discuss the
week's news. Other guests will include
Paducah Sun Publisher Jim Paxton, Murray Ledger & T imes columnist Connie

Friday, Aug. 19
10:41 a.m. Facilities Management
Grounds Crew workers reported an
accident involving their equipment
and a parked vehicle in the Franklin
College parking lot. A report was
taken.
11:06 a.m. A subject found two
pairs of prescription glasses outside
Public Safety. An information
report was taken.
2:11 p.m. A caller from Hester College reported a male had walked
through a window. Emergency
Medical Services was notified and
Facilities Management was notified
to clean up the broken glass.
3:51 p.m. A caller from Hester College requested someone clean up
the broken glass on the second
floor.
4:30 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported unwanted physical
contact and harassment. A report
was taken.
10:08 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a lost wallet. A
report was taken.

Saturday, Aug. 20

Assistant News Editor ]acqueHne Jordan
compiles C:lmpus Briefly. If J'OU would
like to ,-;ubmit information for Campus
Briefly. phone 762-4480.
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Thursday, Aug. 18

Andr('a Chapman/The New>
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8:52 a.m. An officer issued a cita·
tion for reckless driving and driving
without insurance to a driver on
16th Street.
12:57 p.m. A caller requested access
to the Cutchin Fieldhouse for
equipment needed for a soccer
game. Public Safety advised they
did not have keys to access the facility.
6 p.m. An officer attempted to

locate soccer coaches regarding
equipment left on the soccer field.
The coaches were not located.
8:52 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a fire. A subject
had started a charcoal grill. An ofticer advised the subject was watching the grill and the situation
appeared normal.
10:18 p.m. A caller from Woods
Hall reported subjects sitting in the
grass behind the building and
requested officers check on subjects. Subjects were non-students
waiting on friends and an officer
advised them to leave campus.

house. The subject had permission
to work on the house. •

Thesday, Aug. 23

12:26 a.m. A caller from White College reported disorderly activity in
the residence hall. Public Safety
referred the incident to Housing.
2:15 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a stolen bike. A
report was taken.
6:52 p.m. Two people riding bikes
in the Roy Stewart Stadium Lot
reported two male subjects shouted
obscenities at them. The subjects
we gone upon officer arrival.
6:57p.m. A caller from College Circle reported a reckless driver who
Sunday, Aug. 21
12:38 a.m. Emergency Medical Ser- nearly hit two studen ts. The driver
vices responded to a call from Vine was gone upon officer arrival.
Street. Subject reported passing out 8:46 p.m. A caller reported an
after having trouble with his med- unoccupied veh icle In front of
Springer College with the door
ication. Murray Police Department
open. An officer shut the door.
was advised.
11:01
p.m. The fire alarm at Eliza6:21 a.m. A caller reported a female
beth
College
was activated. Officers
in distress was walking on Ky. 121
North towards Murray. Murray found a hot pan and some smoke
from someone cooking, but there
police department was advised.
was no fire.
9-.19 p.m. An officer issued a cita·
tion for careless driving to Samuel
Carter, 20, junior, from Beaver VVednesday,Aug.24
Dam.
4:44p.m. A facu lty member at the
Businl'SS Building reported finding
a black wallet in a classroom. The
Monday, Aug. 22
property was placed in lost and
12:09 a.m. The residence director found at Public Safety.
of White College reported the roof 4:45 p .m. An individual reported
access door was unlocked. An offi- that his bicycle was missing from
cer secured the door.
the west side of the Curris Center.
12:37 a.m. A caller reported the frre A report was taken.
alarm at Stewart Stadium had been 5:57 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
activated. Murray State officers and skatcburders on campus. An offifire department found no smoke or cer advised the subjects to stay off
frre upon arrival. Central Plant was campus.
advised, and the alarm was reset.
9:52p.m. A golf cart was reported
0:06 a.m. A caller from the Sid driving on campus and on nearby
Easley Alumni Center reported a streets. An officer asked the driver
strong odor coming from the storm to park the golfcart for the night.
sewer. An information report was
taken.
1:19 p.m. A caller from Sparks Hall
reported being trapped in the elevator on the basement level. Subject Racer Hscorts-7
was gone upon officer arrival.
Motorist Assists-3
2:14 p.m. A subject reported a Arrests·O
stolen purse to Public Safety.
4:29 pm. Smoke was observed at
the Lambda Chi Alpha house. Upon
arrival officers found residents Assistant News Editor Jacqueline
burning old furniture. The Murray jordan compiles Police Beat with
Fire Department was advised.
matc,cials p rovided by Jlublic Sal~
6:44 p.m. A caller from Ryan ry. All dispatched CJdl~·are notlistA venue reported a person pulling ed. For a complete';iisting, visit
wiring out of a University-owned www. thcnews.org.
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Federal commission votes to restructure army bases across country
(AP) WASHINGTON - A federal
commission voted to close Walter
Reed Army Medical Center as it began
its second day of decision-making on
the Pentagon's sweeping proposal to
restructure bases across the country.
Located in the nation's capital, the
century-old hospital has treated presidents, foreign leaders, veterans and
soldiers, including those returning
from the Iraq war.
Most of its work would be relocated
to a more modern, expanded hospital
in Bethesda, Md., to be renamed Wal-

ter Reed in a nod to the old facility's
heritage.
The nine-member panel was deciding the fate of a host of big-ticket
items Thursday. Later in the day it
was to begin debating the Air Force's
plans, arguably the most contentious
of the group, as it steamroUed through
hundreds of Pentagon proposals at a
brisk pace after four months of study
and preparation.
Among decisions earlier Thursday,
the commission voted to close the
Brooks City-Base in Texas, which is

home to the School of Aerospace
Medicine. Tang, the orange drink created for astronauts, was developed at
the base in the 1960s. The medical
school will relocate to Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio.
Endorsing the Pentagon's vision of
streamlining support services across
the armed forces, the commission also
signed off on recommendations to
merge several education, medical and
training programs.
Under the Walter Reed plan, most
i.>f the staff and services would move

from the old hospital's main post to
the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda to create the expanded facility. The remaining personnel and
operations would move to a community hospital at Fort Belvoir in Virginia.
Walter Reed's care is considered
first-rate but the facility is showing its
age, the commission found.
"Kids coming back from Iraq and
Afghanistan, all of them in harm's
way, deserve to come back to 21st century medical care," Commission

Chairman Anthony Principi said
Thursday.
One-time costs, including construction and renovations, would total $989
million. The Pentagon would save
$301 million over 20 years, the com-.
mission said. The current hospital has
about 185 beds, but the expanded facility would have 340.
Principi said he expected to finish
all voting no later than Friday, a day
earlier than planned. T he commission
must send its final report to President
Bush by Sept. 8.

Changes
spread
campus wide
From Pagel
this summer, but there was not
enough time to complete all
three lobbies.
Hester, Elizabeth and Hart
colleges are slated to get lobby
renovations next summer. All
three colleges received new
big-screen TVs. and Hester
also received new furniture in
its lobby.
Despite numerous renovations in the high-rises, the lowrise colleges are not a priority
since University officials plan
eventually to replace them.
Construction on a new Clark
will begin in the early spring,
and new showers were
installed in Springer and
Franklin.
"It's important to feel good
about your college and these
improvements will certainly
help everyone feel greater loyalty to their own colleges,"
University President F. King
Alexander said.
However, not all the updates
were made in campus buildings.
Alexander said 3,100 students participated in intramural sports last year, and the old
intramural
fields
were
overused. T hree new intramural field!; behind the new
science l:iuildlng wtll be ready
for use as soon as new parking
spaces in the area are complete.
Alexander said the University spent $7 million campuswide to help conserve enerb'Y·
All lights and several water
faucets
were
replaced
throughout campus.
The University has plans to
build a $1 miUion Equine Science classroom and office
complex, and construction will
begin in the spring on a $15.5
million chemistry building.
Pogue Library also will be
updated, complete with a sky
light, next fall.

Alexander
plans to speak
in 'On Point'
radio address
Staff Report
University President F.
King Alexander will appear on
a live National Public Radio
1 show at 9 a.m. today.
The show, "On Point," will
focus on rising tuition costs. It
will specifically address an
Aug. 23 Wall Street Journal
article titled "Why docs college cost so much?", according
to a University press release.
The article lists six factors
to explain the tuition cost
explosion. It includes: rising
demand, lack of market discipline, de-emphasizing undergraduate instruction, price
discrimination, stagnant productivity and the beginning of
faculty sharing in increased
income.
The article also estimates
an average 8 percent increase
in tuition at public universities across the country.
The American Association
of Schools, Colleges and Universities suggested Alexander
appear on the show by speaking to producers.
AASCU described Alexander as someone who is especially knowledgeable in the
area of tuition costs, according to a University press
release.
Listeners can bear "On
Point" live online at www.
onpointradio.org.

.

Lockln. Now.

Protect the val~e of your lump sum payment.
If you plan to take a lump sum payment

for your tobacco quota holder or producer
buyout, our local agents are ready to lock in
your rate now with Tobacco Quota
Guaranty.

LocklnYour
Lump-Sum
Payment!

If you don't lock in now, your lump sum

payment could lose value.
Whenever the Federal Reserve raises the
Prime Lending Rate, the value of your lump
sum payment can go down. And the Fed
has raised interest rates 10 months in a row.
But you can protect the value of your
lump sum payment by locking in your

WHEN:
AUGUST 30
10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

WHERE:
DAYS INN
1101 LINKS LANE
MAYFIELD, KY 42066

lump sum payment - right now- with
Tobacco Quota Guaranty.
Perhaps more importantly, we are a
company that will lock in your lump sum
payment - immediately.
Don't be misled by other offers.
Some only provide non-guaranteed

VERY IMPORTANT:
YOU MUST BRING YOUR FORM CCC 960
TO LOCK IN YOUR LUMP SUM PAYMENT
AND A DEPOSIT SUP FOR
PAYMENT INSTRUtnON.

"indicative rates" that may go down if
interest rates go up.
Protect your future. Claim your lump
sum payment now - at a rate that's

' Quota Guaranty.
guaranteed - with Tobacco
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Carrie Pond
Phone: 762-4468

Campus improvements
stimulate growth, diversity
What do yol) think about
the new campus facilities?
"The biology
building has great
PowerPoint
screens and nice
labs."

THisis RESIDENTIAL
CouEC,£

liVING!

Cassie Richards
sophomore, Hendetson

''The new lounge
in Waterfield has
nice leather
couches so you
can relax while
you study.''

James Owens
S8flior, Madisonville

"(I like) the Thoroughbrewed Cafe.
I've met a few
people there, and
it's very relaxing."

AlaJna Schroth
senior, Frankfott

''The wellness
center is convenient right beside
Springer."
Megan Usrey
jurJicK. Paducah

Erin Cummins/The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: the news@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Ch1ef • 762-68n

Vanessa Childers

University officials care about current and
prospective students. All too often, universities will better other parts of campus life
but leave in ruins the very places the majority of their students spend most of their
lives auring die school year.
Another exciting change is the addition
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State of dining choices at the widely-popular
News. The editorial board is composed of all Thouroughbrewed Cafe. Students now can
use their meal plans to purchase items
section editors.
The numerous summer improvements to other than Starbucks products, such as
residential, educational and athletic areas muffins, cereal, sandwiches and personal
show University officials are making every pizzas. Props to the powers that be to help
effort to ensure the campus is an inviting save students money and allow them more
choices for meals.
place.
Athletics, both NCAA and club sports.
To many on-campus students, the most
welcome changes are the improvements have experienced a variety of advances.
made to various residential colleges. Most The women'.s soccer team soon will have a
noticeably, Regents College acquired a revitalized locker room, which are the first
Thouroughbrewed Cafe on the frrst floor of changes to further comply with Title IX.
The new intramural and club fields are
lobby and a classroom and common area on
the second floor. Additionally, the high-rise sure to be a hit with many students and
residential colleges received big screen include two full-size soccer fields. a practelevision sets for the lobby areas. White, tice field and improved lighting. The addiHester. Springer and Franklin Colleges also tion of lacrosse as a club sport. will allow
experienced additional improvements this more students to participate in athletics on
summer. More renovations to Elizabeth different levels.
Academics were not neglected this sumand Hart colleges are in progress, including
mer either. Several facilities were either
updating the lobbies.
The improved living areas illustrate that renovated or constructed to aid student

Changes meet
variety of needs

Professor speaks of experience in London
In My

Opinion

Managing Editor • 762·4468

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor • 762-4468

Carrie Pond
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762·4481

Andrea Chapman
Online I Photo Editor • 762-4480

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998

Warren
Edminster

The Murray State News strives to be the Uni·
varsity community's source for InformatiOn.
Our goal Is to present that Jnformatlon In a fair
and unbiased manner and also provide a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
leamlng environment for those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus pre!:IS should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, Its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edit·
ed by students and Is an official publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson HaiL

learning, such as the new Equine Science
Building.
Numerous conservation efforts were
made, too. including the improvement of
lighting . and water faucets .)11 buildings
across campus. Another example of the
University's efforts to maintam an environmentally friendly mentality is its endorse-l
ment of the current recycling effort headed
by the Center for Environmental Education.
Despite many advances made during the
summer, University officials are still determined to continue efforts to improve campus for students, faculty and staff and keep
it attractive to prospective students.
Plans are already iri place to revamp
Pogue Library with a new sky light. Renovations are also planned for the
Thouroughbred Room. These renovations
will better use facilities already frequented
by students, faculty and staff.
Changes to these three areas of campus
life show those at Murray State have the
desire to cultivate a diverse and wellrounded student body. By focusing on
every aspect of campus life, these improvements ensure a wide variety of students
will continue to find a reason to enroll and
stay at Murray State.

" •••THE WEST
IS A BEACON
OF DEMOCRACY, TOLERANCE AND
RULE-OF-LAW."

The hottest item in London
this summer was not a ticket to
Phantom of the Opera or even
"The Proms."
What everybody wanted
was a common black t-shirt,
emblazoned with the ubiquitous "Underground" icon, with
the simple slogan "Not Afraid"
printed inside. It was a symbol
of Londoner defiance, an
unwillingness to yield to the
immoral violence of terrorist
intimidation.
To be sure. Londoners have
faced down terrorism with
nonchalance in the past, particularly from the Irish Repub·
lican Army. but the July 7
underground bombings were
mindless butchery on another
level, and the scale of savagery
itself demanded a new
response, one that inevitably
hearkened back to WWIJ.
I remember after 9/11 how
we in the United States drew
upon our own cultural memory of Pearl Harbor, another
unprovoked and undeserved
atrocity against American citizens.
This summer. the British
summoned forth the example
of Churchill and Londoners
during the Blitz. The London

Underground System, also
known as the tube, where Londoners huddled for protection
from German bombs in WWII,
was now a shrine to those who
had died at the hands of deluded pseudo-Islamic suicide
bombers. Many members of
the London Islamic community were among the victims.
Ironically. the 60th anniversary of the end of the war was
a couple of days after the terrorist bombings. The cclt!bration had been planned with
vintage WWJI Larcasters flying over London and dropping
paper poppies.
Those cheap, red, imitation
poppies became more popular
than anyone could have fore·
seen. They adorned the counters of businesses and the bun;
of pubs well Into August.
A group of Murray State students, faculty and I were there
to witness this extraordinary
act of civic courage: As part of
the Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad, a consortium of
regional universities that facilitates study abroad, we flew
out for London on the afternoon of July 7, only hours after
word of the initial bombings
reached the United States.

Many of us worried about
future attacks, but by and
large, we were determined not
to let terrorism prevent us
from visiting a friendly country merely because, like us,
they had been the victim of
soulless, manipulative brutality.
Our month-long visit was
indeed complicated by the
bombings. Several regular
underground
lines were
closed, security was intense,
and, after the attempted repeat
bombings of July 21, many of
us were temporarily stranded.
However, we were also
extremely gratified by the
brave example of Londoners
refusing to be intimidated.
1 am proud to be of Scottish
descent, and I'll confess that
while I teach British Literature, I've never been overly
fond of English affectation.
Nonetheless, this summer,
riding in the tube with Londoners of every color and
background, calmly resuming
their everyday lives against a
backdrop of hatred and violence, I felt a distinct pride in
our common heritage.
The pseudo-Islamic fundamentalists may bomb us, but

they will not change the fact
that the West is a beacon of
democracy, tolerance and ruleof-taw.
This is perhaps why they
hate us. but this is also why
they will never defeat us. We
are not afraid.

Warren Edminster is an associ·
ate professor of medieval lan·
guage and literature.
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Alexander greets students
In My
Opinion

F. King
Alexander

"WE MUST
FIGHT TO
ENSURE HIGHER
EDUCATION
DOES NOT
RECEIVE FURTHER CUTS."

As we begin another
exciting academic year, I
would like to welcome all
new and returning students to Murray State's
campus.
During the summer
months, we were able to
make numerous campus
improvements
that
I
would like to take this
opportunity to share with
you.
First, with the help of
your Student Government
Association and the Residential College Association, we initiated a series
of lower level commons
area improvements in
Regents, White and Hart
Colleges, including a Starbucks lounge and a stateof-the-art commons room
in Regents.
Our goal is to give you
high-quality and comfortable interactive places
where you can congregate
after class, build lasting
friendships and share
diverse campus experiences.
We also created an additional intramural and
sports playing field area
just west of campus. This
area offers two new soccer
and football playing fields
and a separate practice
area. It should be completed by early September.
In September, we will

open the $1 million Equine
Classroom Facility on the
West Farm and the new $3
million Regional Business
and Research Center.
The business center will
provide for the creation
and incubation of newly
emerging
technologybased companies that will
be able to utilize the
human capital and other
resources of our institution.
Our new budget allowed
us to add .approximately
40 new faculty and staff
positions to reduce class
sizes and address many
academic areas that have
experienced significant
enrollment growth.
Throughout campus you
will undoubtedly notice
our newest cohort of nearly 1.400 students. This is a
very strong class with a
multitude of curricular
and co-curricular specialtics and interests. We are
confident this new group
of students will imegrate
well into our university
community.
U.S. News & World
Report magazine released
its annual collegiate rankings. For the 15th straight
year, Murray State ranked
as a Top Tier Master's
University.
Despite all of these
recent achievements, the

University will face challenges this year. Economically, we face an unpredictable legislative session.
With the state facing
many funding necessities,
we must fight to ensure
higher education docs not
receive further cuts.
Additionally, Kentucky,
like many other states, is in
the midst of an ongoing
policy-based
struggle
between having primarily
a publicly supportt.>d higher education system and a
system that fund userbased tuition and fees.
This important struggle
is reflective of a comparable national trend that will
have long-term economic
and social consequences
for everyone. Unfortunately, these economic challenges arc not easily
resolved.
However. by maintaining our commitment to
you and the high quality
academic opportunities
we provide, we are confident Murray State will
continue to effectively
address these challenges
while .increasing our reputation as one of the
nation's best public universities.

11 SEEMEU L\KE
A GOD D \Ot A WHEN
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F. King Alexander is the
University president.

Recycling effort to begin Tuesday
In My
Opinion

Kristen
Rankin
"I BELIEVE IN
THE POWER OF
CHANGE, AND

I

HONESTLY
THINK WITH
YOUR SUPPORT,
WE COULD
REALLY MAKE A
DrFFERENCE IN

OUR
WORLD.''

On a poster the Center
for Environmental Education displayed in the Curris Center announcing
Tuesday's recycling rally,
an interesting message
was written at the bottom
of the long banner: "Recycle._ or die!"
Although this phrase does
make a fairly extreme
comment. it is literally and
ultimately the truth. If we
as humans, citizens, students or keepers of the
earth do not make this
important effort, many terrible consequences will
ensue.
Of course, most of us.
including myself at times,
have conned ourselves
into believing we will have
no effect in the salvation of
our earth.
The Pacific Yew trees
are just one small example
of how false that bellef is.
According to J.B. Foster
author of the Vulnerable
Planet, "Only a few years
ago the Pacific Yew tree of
the Pacific Northwest was
viewed as a 'trash tree' to
be cut down and burned
by loggers.
Now it is recognized as
the source of the chemical
taxol, one of the most
important cancer-tighting
drugs discovered so far."
So, basically by being a
wasteful and apathetic
people, we are causing
quicker deaths for those
people from one of the
most common causes of
death.
Now 1 can say that
directly affects me as I had
a grandmother die from

kidney and bladder cancer
when I was very young. I
am fairly certain cancer
has affected every person
who reads this in some
close or distant way.
Wastefulness can also
affect us right here, right
now at Murray State University.
As a student body we
waste 4.4 pounds a day.
By taking the extra effort
and recycling, we could
reduce that amount of
waste to A pounds.
Maybe this doesn't
sound all that important,
but just think of all the
beautiful lakes and Murray
countryside and imagine
all of it covered in an extra
four pounds of waste. We
have a gorgeous campus,
but we need to do our part
to keep it this way.
Currently, a few very
caring determined people
have been working hard to
change our campus into
one that shows respect for

the environment.
Although Murray State
has a good amount of recycling already going on,
there is still much more to
be done.
Have any of you ever
felt frustrated because you
wanted to recycle a can or
bottle or even paper and
went wandering around
aimlessly only 'to 'fetum
and throw it in the trash?"
I have, and this is where
the Center for Environmental Education and I, as
the new recycling coordinator, come in.
1 believe in the power of
change and I honestly
think with your support,
we could really make a difference in our world.
So, if you agree with me
at any point in this commentary. please join us at
the rally next Tuesday in
front of Winslow.
1f you have ever asked,
"Why isn't somebody
doing something?" you can
finally answer that by real- .
izing you arc somebody
and that you can make a
difference.

News undergoes subtle changes
In My
Opinion

Melissa
Kilcoyne
".1 CAN

ASSURE

READERS WE

Wll.l. MAKE
EVERY EFFORT
TO PERFORM
OUR DUTY

AND REPORT
THE NEWS TO
OUR AUDIENCE."

Kristen Rankin is the recycling coordinator for the
Center for Environmental
Education and a senior creative writing and Spanish
double major from O'Fallon, ll/,

Every year The Murray
State News makes some
changes, both in staff and style,
and we usc this first issue to
share with readers what is new
and what to expect for the
year.
Though this year comes
with few design changes. you
will notice subtle differences
in several areas.
As always, we have staff
changes. Though several meJno:bers of last year's editorial
board returned, we have new
leaders in news. opinion and
copy editing.
The staff always looks for
talented writers and copy editors to join thr staff. Even if
writing full time is not for you,
we also have opportunities
available for guest commentaries and other volunteers. To
inquire about writing, or to tell
us what you think. visit lll Wilson Hall or call 762-4468.
As a staff, r can assure you
we put several hours in on
each issue and make every
effort to verify information
printed. With that said, l can
also say we will make mistakes
along the way, but those will
never be intentional.
Our goaJ as journalists is not
to please all of our readers
every week but to provide
news and try to report the
truth. I can assure readers we
will make every effort to perform our duty and report the
news to our audience.

As far as design changes,
there are a few minor tweaks
in various sections. We will
publish the paper in two sections now, with news and
opinion in Section A and
sports and college life in Section B. This change allows us
to usc color on the Sports front
and provide more vibrant photographs.
The Sports section will contain more features this year.
and the News section will
focus on several long-term stories to expand continued coverage.
The College Life section was
renamed Lifestyles to allow
expanded coverage of off-campus events and other features.
The Lifestyles front is now a
clean page, and you Y.ill flnd
the comk strip on the second
Lifestyles page.
We arc also beginning music
and movie reviews, which will
he in the lifestyles section.
The rc\•iews will alternate
between weeks and critique
up-to-date releases.
I look forward to this year,
and hope the new paper provides a rclinhlc source of news
and entertaimnent for all readers. lf you have questions or
comments, come to us any
time.

Melissa Kilcoyne is editor in
chief of The Murray State
News.

Student Government president shares hopes for school year
In My
Opinion .

Scott
EDison
"I

AM HERE TO

SERVE YOU."

After my speedy but enjoyable
summer in the paradise of Murray, I am thrilled to sec the 200506 school year commence.
Murray is definitely a differ·
ent atmosphere during the summer. and 1 am ready to see some
familiar faces. l am also ready to
meet some new faces and welcome all of our new students to
our amazing University.
1 hope everyone had an amazing summer. Even if you didn't
have an amazing summer, you
can prepare to have a great year
here at school.
We have an assortment of
projects nearing completion and
construction.
Our new Hamilton intramural
field will be up and running this
semester, as well as the new

equine science facility. The new
coffee shop jn Regents College
will also be in business this
semester.
We have continued to
ifl!provc the parking situation by
adding 75 spots. The budget has
also been established to continue onto the second phase of the
new Science building. Renovations for the library are expected
to start again this year as weU.
Over the summer, I had plenty
of time to think about projects
and issues I want to address in
the upcoming year. My overall
theme is to make this University
affordable, comfortable and
enjoyable.
Tqe Kentucky Board of Stu·
dent Body Presidents met twice
this summer. and our main focus
is, on the planning of a rally of
Frankfort.
The Rally. scheduled for the
spring semester, will make an
effort to show our state legislatures that Kentucky college stu·

dents care about keeping their
educations affordable.
l hope this endeavor will show
the importance of funding to
public universities to continu~
to give all students the chance to
receive an education with less
debt.
The other issue 1 feel deserves
full attention is the need for a
new Residential College. The
administration realizes the
importance of this and I plan on
working with them to make sure
that plans are finalized and put
into action. It is a necessity that
living conditions are comfortable for students.
The SGA worked this summer
to try to line up events that are
going to make campus life
enjoyable. We have Jars of Clay
coming back to campus this fall.
We are also planning events
before the football games. Our
sports teams are looking great
this year and SGA wants students to come out and sec our

talented teams win games.
Our homecoming will be the
same . incredible event it has
been in the past.
I have abo noticed that we
need more common space outside on our campus for students
to gather and h:IVc events. I am
currently looking into this issue
to improve our campus atmosphere.
Thank you for your time and
like I always say, you can come
to me with anything. I am here
to serve you and help make your
college experiences the best
possible.

• ODe seaator of Bducation
• ODe Senator of A&dcul·
lure

• ODe seuror for White

CQJlqe

Interested parties may
~up ~QDI from
the SGA
OD tbe lit
fJoor of tbe Curds Center
Scott Ellison. SGA presidentelect, is a senior business adminisrracion major from St. Charles,
Mo.

courtesy of SGA
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University places 17th Lottery impacts MSU enrollment
Steph~e

•

Murray State necezves
• fi0 r 2006
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ran
zngs
k
Y
Marianne St on efield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

U.S. News & World
Report recognized Murray State for the 15th year
in a row in its 2006
"America's Best Colleges,"
released Monday.
The report ranked Murray State 17th among public and private master's
universities in the south,
and sixth in public master's university in the
south. ahead of Western
Kentucky
University,
Morehead State University and University of Tennessee-Martin.
The rankings are based
on several criteria: retention, class size. student
selectivity,
fmancial

to talk more about the
components (of the rankings) to help faculty and
staff understand the criteria to appreciate and to
continue on the same
path," Carter said.
Carter said initiations
are put into place to keep
students at Murray State.
Also, representatives
for the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities in Washington visited the campus
this summer to study
graduation rates.
The reports; which will
be released this fall, will
showcase the University's
consistently high graduation compared to the other
11 schools studied.
A recent Murray State
survey through Career
Services found 92 percent
of
students
were
employed or enrolled in
graduate school within six
months of graduation.

resources, graduation perfonnancc and alumni contributions.
"To be consistently
ranked(. .. ) just validates
the quality of the Murray
State degree," said Don
Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs.
The rankings give Murray State's students a competitive advantage over
students at other schools,
Robertson said.
Jim Carter, vice president
of Institutional
Advancement, Development and Alumni Affairs,
said the rankings in
"America's Best Colleges"
reflect the standards Murray State has focused on
for several years.
"I think something that
we've tried to ensure...(is)

Zeller

began in 2004, the number
dropped to 1.35~ students.
.
Murray admttted 248 firsHtme
freshman from Tennessee in 2003
an.? only 163 in 20~.
Our goal for thts fall was a 2
percent increase (in enrollment),"
Vaughan sctid. "We can still make
that."
He said the enrollment estimate
for this semester ranges from
10,220 to 10,330.
Last year, 10,128 students were
enrolled. The number also
includes students at off-<:ampus
sites in Hopkinsville, Madison,
Henderson and Paducah.
Another factor that has added to
the decline is the option for Calloway County students to receive
in-state tuition at Austin Peay
State University.
The university charges $2,317.50
for in-state tuition.
"Austin Peay has recently been
very, very aggressive in trying to
enroll more students," Vaughan
said.
He sctid a percentage of APSU
students are soldiers at Fort
Campbell and arc about to deploy.

News Edttor
szeller@thenews.org
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice
president for Enrollment Management, is not sure how many new
students are attending Murray
State this year.
"We still have students applying
to get in, if you can believe that,"
Vaughan sctid.
He said the numbers will not be
final until October after the data
has been compiled.
Enrollment, however, has continued to decline within the past
two years since the Tennessee
Education Lottery Scholarship
Program, which offers financial
aid to Tennessee students who
choose to remain in state to further their education, began.
"For a lot of Tennessee families.
that assistance is very attractive,"
Vaughan said.
According to Murray State
records, 1,460 flrst-time freshman
attended the University in fall
2003.
When the lottery program

APPAREL

The university may be compensating for tho~e students who will be
gone, he satd.
He also said Murray State has a
similar commitment to Tennessee
students.
The University offers a regional
tuition rate to students in all Tennessce counties who opt to live on
campus.
Residents of Henry, Montgomery. Obion, Stewart and
Weakley counties in Tennessee do
not have to live in residential colleges or other university housing
to receive the reduced rate.
Despite other enrollment fluctuations, the number of transfer students has remained constant,
Vaughan said.
In 2004, Murray State enrolled
714 transfer students and this year
Vaughan expects to have between
700 and 725.
Vaughan said the campus is in a
good position where it is with
enrollment because its size is beneficial for students.
Said Vaughan: "'We are big
enough to have some real quality
programs for students."
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Students experience terrorism, fear in London first -hand
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
msronejield@thenews.org

Photo courtesy of Mall Oliver

Students use the London Underground, or 'the tube,' to travel throughout metropolitan London. After the bombing attacks, students were
fearful of using the public transportation. Many students remained cautious whlle other stopped using the tube.

The bombings of London's
public transportation system in
July hit close to home for Murray
State students who studied in
England this summer.
Matt Oliver, junior from
Metropolis, Ill., was headed to
Nashville International Airport
on July 7 to study in London with
the Honors Program when he
heard news of the attacks.
According to CNN.com. three
' bombs exploded within seconds
of each other starting at 8:50 a.m.
on London Underground trains..
A fourth bomb exploded on the
top level of a double decker bus
nearly an hour later in London's
Tavistock Square.
fifty-six people were killed in
the attacks, including the four
suicide bombers, and 700 were
injured.
"I didn't even know if the trip
would still be on as I left my
home," Oliver said.
Oliver said he was in central
London during a second series of
four detonations on july 21.
According to CNN.com, the
bombs did not explode; no one
was killed.
•
Oliver said he was riding on the
tube when everyone was asked to
exit the train at an unplanned
stop.

" People in the street ...
knew something was happening but you couldn't get a
good sense of what it was. "

·

"The rest of the day, it was very
difficult to get around and alternate ways bad to be used to get
back to campus," Oliver said.
After the attacks, he tried to
ride public transportation as little
as possible and kept an eye out
for anything out of the ordinary.
"The amount of people riding
the tube were down for the most
part, but it seemed as if everyone
tried to keep life as normal as
possible," Oliver said.
Jennifer Gilkey, junior from
Madisonville, studied at Oxford
University in Oxford, England
this summer and lived an hour
from London.
She was in the city the day
before each attack and the news
frightened her.
"It was a reminder of Sept. 11,"
Gilkey said. "It was the same feeling."
Gilkey said she received at
least 20 e-mails from concerned
friends and family after the
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attacks, and she refused to use
public transportation after July
21.
Dclsie Dyer, graduate student
from Belize, took a course in Lon·
don on contemporary politics this
summer. She arrived in the city
July 8 and said she was not upset
about the attacks the day before.
"Everything seemed so normal
(when I arrived)," Dyer said.
''You would think it was just any
other day.''
Dyer said she could not see any
physical effects from the bombings because they occurred
underground.
When the second series of
bombing attempts took place, she
was in the city and heard several
people talking about what had
occurred.
''People in the street ...knew
something was happening but
you couldn't get a good sense of
what it was," Dyer said.
However, she said London residents did not show too much distress after the bombings and tried
to live as normal as possible.
In the July 22 Murray Ledger &
Times, University President F.
King Alexander expressed the
resiliency he witnessed when he
attended a conference at Oxford
University.
Said Alexander, "The British
continue to be very calm and life
continues as usual outside of London and throughout London.''
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Sports P..dJtor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro
Phone: 762-4481

2005 OVC Football Preview
Picked to place third in league,
Racers have to go through
defending champs for title
N athan CIJDkenbeard
,Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Head Football Coach Joe Pannunzio made it
:clear throughout the summer that for his team to
:be called Ohio Valley Conference Champions this
season, the Racers first will have to go through the
:two-time defending champion Jacksonville State.
' The conference's head football coaches and
sports information directors selected the Gamecocks to claim a third straight title at OVC Media
Day in late July. The voters picked Murray State
to fmish third behind projected second-place
Eastern Kentucky.
: Even in his opening ceremonies speech for
:freshmen at the Regional Special Events Center,
: Pannunzio emphasized the need for crowd support when Jacksonville State comes to Murray on
Oct. 8.
"Jacksonville State's a two-time defending
champ, so if you're going to win the OVC Championship, you got to go through them," Pannunzio
said. "'We hope the championship will come down
to a game played here in Murray. That's the plan."
Murray State received two first-place votes in
the preseason poll, but Jacksonville State earned
15 of the 18 votes. Eastern Kentucky was the only
other school to get a first-place nod.
The Gamecocks return 15 starters from last season's championship squad that lost just one conference game. Eastern Kentucky welcomes back 13
starters to a team that finished 6-2 in the OVC.
Between the top three teams in the conference,
the Racers have the biggest shoes to fill as the
team returns only 10 starters from the offense and
defense combined. Nine starters have to be
replaced on a defense that led the OVC in numerous categorles, including yards per game (300.9)
and points per game (20).
Pannunzio said he understands why people
question this season's defense, but he is not worried about the situation. He has other concerns
that go beyond the game on the field.
"Really, our biggest opponent right now is us,
and the way we're going to win and be successful
is we're going to have to get ourselves together
first," Pannunzio said. Football is like anything
else in life - you have to do it with guys who are
unselfish and guys who have chemistry. We don't
have enough chemistry yet."
A running back tandem of junior Chad Cook
and senior Nick Turner will lead the offense.
Junior quarterback Ken Topps originally signed
with Mississippi State out of high school and has a
leg up in the battle for the starting position.
The Racers had one offensive starter named to
the preseason All-OVC team as senior offensive
lineman Eugene Russell earned the honor. Senior
linebacker Patrick Schultz and senior defensive
back Onsha Whittaker were named to the defensive team, but academic ineligibility sanctioned
by the NCAA could keep Whittaker, the league-

leader in interceptions last year, off the field.
The season opener Sept. 3 against Mississippi
State will be a good way for Pannunzio to tell
bow his team bas fared through preseason practices.
"I mean it's really bard to tell when you're
going against yourself," Pannunzio said. "The
NFL has four or five preseason games to kind
of get their kinks out, and in college football
you only have two or three non-conference
games to get yourself ready. So we'll find
out a little bit about ourselves against
Mississippi State."
Playing a Division I-A opponent
does not mean Pannunzio will
allow his team to lay down and die
as he said he wants to go into
Starksville and get a win.
"We're looking for a win,"
Pannunzio said. "We're going
to go down there and play hard.
We have a bunch of kids from
Mississippi that are returning to
Mississippi, and it's really a different
kind of game because we have four or
five kids who originally signed with
Mississippi State."
Eastern Kentucky also comes to Roy
Stewart Stadium on Nov. 5 and fourthranked Eastern Illinois travels to
Murray on Oct. 22 for Homecoming.
After Eastern Illinois, Tennessee
Tech claimed the fifth spot in the
• preseason poll; Samford, Tennessee State, Southeast Missouri
State and Tennessee-Martin followed in the sixth through ninth
slots.
Murray State hosts non-conference foes Indiana State on
Sept.l7 as part of Family Weekend and Austin Peay in the
final home game on Nov. 12.
Austin Peay is in the OVC for
all other sports except for
football but the Governors
will be reinstated for the
2007 season.

photo by Erin Cummins/The New~

Senior defensive Uneman
Jeremy Breedlove ·(front )
goes through an agility drUiln
pr actice as two-a-days wind
down. Last season's Racer d~ense
allowed league-bests In yards
game and points per game
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Nick
Turner

Daniel
Rumley

Patrick
Schultz

Senior
Running Back
2004 season:
746 yards rushing
1.353 all-purpose
yards
nine touchdowns

Senior
Wide Receiver

Senior
linebacker

2004 season:

2004 season:

576 yards receiving
16.1 yards per catch
six touchdowns

S3 tackles
4.5 tackles for a loss
6 fumble recoveries

.The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Tonight: FOX @ 7 p.m.
NFL Preseason
Steelers at Redskins

Saturday: ESPN @ 6:30 p.m.
Little League Baseball
International Championship

Today: Women's Soccer @ 4 p.m.
Eastgate Athletic Complex
Murray St. at Valparaiso

Sunday: Soccer @ 1 p.m.
Indiana State Soccer Complex
Murray St. at Indiana St.

Saturday: CBS @ noon
Women's Tennis
Women's Pilot Pen Final

Sunday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.
Little League Baseball
World Series

Saturday: Football @ 2~30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Scrimmage

Wednesday: Rowing @ 8 p.m.
3rd Floor Curris Center
Team Informational Meeting
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Time to show
Pannunzio
the contract
For all the NFL players out there holding out on camp and preseason because
you want a new contract, I have a challenge for you: try going four years without
one.
That is exactly what Joe Pannunzio did
for his first four years as head football
coach at Murray State. It was basically a
series of one-year hirings where JoePa
had no idea if he would be welcomed back
for another year.
I cannot possibly
imagine any professional athlete, let
alone the coach of a
Division 1-AA football team, go that
long without a contract. Talk about loyalty.
Athletes
and
coaches occasionally
have one-year deals,
but they do not continue asking for
them because everyNathan
one wants job secu- Clinkenbeard
rity. Contract extenSpOrtS Editor
sions are very popular in today's NFL and Major League Baseball.
The difference between Pannunzio and
players like Terrell Owens and Hines
Ward is no one ever hears the sixth-year
head coach utter "contract extension."
Our football coach takes a professional
approach to the matter by never addressing the topic through the media, and that
could be why it is never mentioned except
for certain circles within the town.
Basically, the only time Pannunzio had
job security was in the middle of last season when he signed another one-year
extension for this season.
With the 2005 football season kickoff
only a week away, Pannunzio is back
where he has been the majority of his
career - in limbo.
If anything, the man has done a tremendous job facing the pressure of no job
security while seeming unconcerned
about his future. The focus has been on
football and football only.
•• Pannunzio owns a 28-28 recordrj n five
seasons with the Ra<;ers, an OVC Champ~
onshlp.and an NCAA Division I-AA playoff appearance in 2002.
What the casual eye does not sec about
his .500 record is that all five of Pannunzio's teams have played at least one Division 1-A opponent. If Pannunzio was concerned about his contract. he could easily
have scheduled cupcakes for an easy win
instead of taking a virtual loss.
In 2004, the team finished 7-4 overall
with a 6-2 conference record, good
enough for a runner-up finish. The Racers
ended the season with four straight wins,
which included an overtime thriller on the
road against Eastern Kentucky.
What does JoePa need to do to earn a
multi-year contract extension? The Racers were picked to finish third in the conference this season behind Jacksonville
State and Eastern Kentucky, and both
teams must come to Roy Stewart Stadium.
All this means is the OVC Championship
could come down to a game in Murray
between either one of the two schools.
The team also gets fourth-ranked Eastern
Illinois at home settlng up the tough conference games in Murray and the easier
ones on the road.
Tbe offense looks explosive, but there
are question marks on defense. If the
questions are answered, and the offense
puts up tons of points, the Racers will be
thick in the hu nt for an OVC title. Another OVC title may mean a longer contract,
but nothing is for sure, which Pannunzio
has discovered throughout his career.
If the Racers wind up collecting anoth·
er OVC Championship no one should
blame JoePa for placing another gold ring
around his finger and going somewhere
that appreciates him a little more.
Appreciation means a multi-year deal
not a one-year rental.
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Lacrosse joins MSU club sports
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinki.>nbeard@thenews.org

As the popularity of
lacrosse continued to spread
into Kentucky from the East
Coast, sophomore Jeremy
Hayslcy was introduced to
the game as a high school
student at Louisville.
Now, Haysley is the one
doing the recruiting as he
attempts to start a club
lacrosse team at Murray
State to spread the game further.
Haysley played football
for Male but became
attached to lacrosse because
of the constant, fast-paced
action. He played for his
high school against other
area teams and competed in
a Louisville summer league.
"I was originally a football
player and (Male) recruited
me because they needed
some bigger guys cause it
was a bunch of smaller guys
on the team," Haysley said.
"I just caught on to it really
quick, and I love the intensity. Just the adrenaline,
everything you d o in the
sport is just a pure adrenaline rush the whole game,
and I just want to keep it
going.''
About 10 people have
expressed interest in the
team, good enough to field a
team with no substitutes.
However, Haysley Is looldng
to get about 20 players so the
team can have ample substitutes at the different positions.
Jim Saurer, Curris Center
director, who is also in
charge of club teams on campus, gave the team permission to play. Haysley docs
not expect full funding in the
frrst season, but the funding
will be important because of
equipment cost.
"That's the biggest thing
about getting this thing starteo is the funding because to
'fully equip a player in just

photos l>y Rashod Taylor/The New~

Ryan Cothron, sophomore from Paducah. pracdces his basic catching sldlls after just learning
the game of lacrosse during his first week.
equipment, not including a
stick. it's around $200 to
$250 for a helmet, shoulder
pads and gloves." Haysley
said. "A stick, depending on
top-of-the-line or whatever
you want, is anywhere
between $100 and $150."
Members on the team will
have to worry about getting
their own stick. but the hope
is that equipment will be
paid for through the funding.
left over money will go
toward travel to play teams
around the area.
Schools v.rith club lacrosse
teams include the universities of Kentucky and
louisville. Western Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky,
Vanderbilt. Southern Illinois
and Tennessee-Martin.
While the lacrosse season
docs not start until April,
Hays}!!)' wa nts to get organized soon so the team can
begin practicing and conditioning. He calls it a mix
between hockey and football
and said anyone can come

out and learn the game.

''I'm welcoming anybody
to come out and play
whether you have experience or not," Haysley said. "I
just want to try and get some
people out there and get in
the habit of playing."
Haysley even got his
roommate, sophomore Ryan
Cothron, to commit to playing. Cothron is mainly interested in the full contact
allowed in the sport, but so
far he has just a week's experience with the game.
"I was just introduced to
lacrosse T uesday," Cothron
said. "The hitting is the part
that I want. I'm not worried
about the stick stuff. I've
been working on my catch·
ing and throwing, and I'm
just trying to get the basic
fundamentals down."
The team will practice at
Hamilton
Fields,
and
Haysley hopes there will be
four or five practices a week.
He will be there to teach
anyone and increase interest
in a game to which he bas
become so addicted.

Football turnS up 'heat,' defense makes strides
DanTepe

shined again despite a lack of depth
and experience.
The defense allowed only three
plays of 10 or more yards and forced
the ofli.•nse into two turnovers, both
fumbles. The offense and defense
combined for only two penalties.
Defensive coordinator Dennis
Therrell said he was pleased with
how his defense performed in the
scrimmage.
After c oming over as a defensive
coordinator from Army last season,
Therrell sent waves through the
OVC with one of the league's 't op
defenses.
"The defense played pretty well
and we kept the offense out of the
endzune despite giving up a few long
plays," Therrell :.aid. "My main concern is giving up the long play; we
can't give up the hnmcruns."
Ken Topps finished 4-for-10,
throwing for 26 yards, and led the
Racers in rushing with 43 yards on
seven carries. Ryne Salyer completed two of five passes for 12 yards.
Senior Nick Turner carried the
ball twice for 36 yards. Junior Chad
Cook was kept out of most of the
scrimmage by the coaches for precautionary reasons as he ran the ball
once for three yards.
Freshman DeAngelo Nelson led
the receivers with three catches for
22 yards.
"I wns disappointed with the
offense," Pannunz.io said. '"We need
to get stronger, and the offensive
line needs to protect better. I was
very pleased with the defense, especially since we lost so many guys."
The Racers· season begins Sept. 3.
at Mississippi State.

Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

photo by Erin Cummins/Tbt> Ncw5

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. Email comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Jeremy
, sophomo re from Louisville,
passes with Cothron Wednesday. Baysley started a club lacro sse t eam at Murray Stat e.

Freshman defensive back Antonio Patton goes bead-to-bead
with Coach Dwight Wilson during a drill session on Tuesday.
Patton is part of a defense that lost nine starters from 2004.

Despite soaring heat indexes.
unanswered quarterback questions
and annual injuries, the Murray State
football team continues to prcpnre
for the Sept. 3 season opener.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio con·
tinues preseason on schedule,
including two-a-day practices that
began Aug. 16 and concluded Tuesday. Some days, players trained in
temperatures near 100 degrees.
"We've had a couple guys cramp
up a little," Pannunzio said. "I was
pleased with the way they handled
the heat and that reflects the shape
they stayed in this summer."
Since last season's starting quar·
terback Adam Fisher transferred to
University of Arkansas-Monticello,
the quarterback position battle, at
times, has been heated as the Racers
sought to replace numerous starters,
including nine on the defensive end.
Junior Ken Topps. a transfer who
originally signed with Mississippi
State, and sophomore Ryne Salyer
are vying for quarterback.
''They are continuing to progress."
Pannunzio said. "We feel very lucky
to have two veteran quarterbacks
who both seem to feel real comfortable with the system.''
The 2004 Racer defense was one
of the best in the Ohio Valley Conference. The squad held opponents
to 300 yards and surrendered 20
points per game, both conference
bests.
During the live intrasquad scrimmage this summer, the defense

First lresbyterlan Church
Pmeats

Covenant Players
Sunday, Autust 28
Joint Sunday Scbool
9:}0 a.m. In Fellowship Hall & Worship
10:4~ a.m. In lhe Sanduary
They will do four skit. in worship:
Colt to Worship: •perfect Communication"
Sermon: "The Fa mily of Christ-Ad Infinitum
Offering: • f rom the Peanut Gallery"
Charge a nd Benedidion: •Go Into All The World"
1601 M ain Street Murray, KY
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A New Season Begins

Soccer squad looks to use speed, experience
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thrnews.org
Women's soccer head
coach Mike Miniclli knew
he would have recruit well
to replace Theresa Reedy.
the team's leading scorer
last season, when she graduated.
With
fast
freshmen
recruits and tested veterans,
Minielli said the team
should have the right mix
this year to move on without
its former offensive star.
"Reedy is a big loss, but
we don't have much choice
but to make it up," Minielli
said. "We brought in freshmen at her position to
increase speed on the forward line, and our midfield
is mostly upperclassmen
who know their role."
The Racers, 8-11-1 overall
last season and 4-3-1 (third)
in the Ohio Valley Conference, returned 25 of its 34
players from last year's
team. The. preseason coaches poll picked Murray State
to finish sixth in the conference behind Samford. Eastern Illinois, Southeast Missouri State, Jacksonville
State and Tennessee Tech
universities, respectively.
"We've had two-a-days
since August 11, and scrimmaged the University of
Southern Indiana and our
alumni," Mlnielli said.
''We're trying to get in game
shape. and with our front
line mostly freshman, practice has primarily been 11on-11 scrimmages to get
used to playing together."
Courtney
Buchanan,
:;ophomorc midfieldcr from
Henderson, said the team
has trained hard and
reviewed scrimmages to see
weaknesses it needs to correct.
"In the morning, we've
been working on fitness and
doing
small
fdrills,"
Buchanan said. ~In the
evening, we scrimmage
pretty much a full game with
30- to 45-minute halves."
Minielli said the team's
biggest strength is its ability
to hold onto and move the
ball. With mostly upperclassmen as midfielders.
even the players off the
bench are used to playing
last season's style.
"Our front line may take a
while to get things down.
but eventually. I think that
will be one of our best qualities," Miniclli said.

(Above) Sophomore
Jaclyn Ramage from
Chesterfield,
Mo.,
heads the ball.
(Above Right) Sophomore Jen Nowak dribbles during a scrimmage Tuesday.
(Right) Melisa Curry,
freshman from Paducah dribbles the ball
during a drill Tuesday
at practice.
Buchanan agrees that the
new players will add to the
Racers'
strengths
and
already fit in to the 'Style of
the team.
Defensively, the team has
the potential to be better
than last year but rnay not be
the best in the league,
Minielli said.
Most importantly to the
Racers at this point in the
season is playipg <IS a team
and understanding each oth·
ers style, Buchanan said.
The Racers will play Conference USA's Southern
Mississippi and Big East
member University of
Louisville, which Minie lli

photos by Erin Cummins/The News

said will be some of this season's biggest cnmpetition.
"The first few games, we'll
be feeling our way along,"
Minielli snid. "Once we get
used to our rlaying rotation,
things will work themselves
out."
Minielli predicts this sea-

son will he exciting and
thinks the team's determination will help them win
games.
"I don't think there will be
one 'team to run us off the
field, but I don't think we'll
run any team off the field
either," Minielli said. "How

we play and execute our
game will decide the winner
each game."
The Racers will play its
first game at 4 p.m. today at
Valparaiso. The team's first
home game is at I p.m. Sept.
4 at Cutchin Field against
Southern Mississippi.

New field added as intramural sports venue
DanTepe
Staff W ricer
dtepe@thenews.org
More than 3,000 students, almost
one-third of the entire campus, par·
ticipated in intramural sports last
year. Now, those students have two
new fields on which to play.
Murray State owns Hamilton
Fields located on Hamilton Street
and recently completed a series of
renovations to improve them.
Workers removed trees, laid sod and
installed sprinklers.
University President F. King
Alexander received requests from
the Student Government Association to provide new. multipurpose
fields because the old fields near

Winslow
Dining
Hall
were
overused.
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris
Center, thinks the two new fields
will solve the problems students had
with the old field!;.
"The old intramural complex
couldn't accommodate the needs for
the different sports," Baurer said.
"Hamilton Fields will help handle
the load while the old fields will still
be used as welL"
Matt Whitaker, four-year athletic
dirc~tor for Hart, said it was time to
add new fields because intramural
sports continue to grow.
"lt can only be a positive to have
more fields for the intramural programs because some sports, like flag
football, have too many teams for

one intramural field.'' said Whitaker,
senior from Cynthiana. "We won't
have to cram in as many games in,
nnd it will provide a more flexible
schedule."
The women's soccer team also
practices on the new fields, and the
footb;1ll team has used it. too. Club
teams like rugby, soccer and
lacrosse will usc the fit'ids for their
regularly schedul~ practices. There
is also a half-field to usc for practice.

Members of a women's residential college team play soccer on the intramural fields
behind Winslow. Three new
fields will provide more space
for club and intramural teams.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

file photo

Numerous stories
of fishing, hunting
fill summertime
Throughout the summer I encountered
many outdoor adventures, including fishing trips, turkey and deer scouting, and
camping. For an outdoorsman like myself,
and anyone else out there, these are just
some of the great adventures you can
experience during the summer months.
Fishing trips at Reelfoot and Kentucky
lakes proved to be relaxing, fun and
rewarding. The fishing was great at the
start of summer but slacked off tremendously closer to the end.
My friends, family and I took several
fishing trips this summer and caught a lot
of nice crappie, brim. and catfish along
the way. I will never forget some things
that happened on those fishing trips, such
as the confrontation between my uncle
and a snake.
We were fishing at
Reelfoot Lake for r--~~---,
crappie around some
cypress knees, for
which Reelfoot Lake
is famous. We were
catching some big
crappie, then about
noon, we were fishing the trees pretty
hard when a snake
came out of the trees
and landed in the
boat at my uncle's
feet.
My uncle jumped
Jon
up and tried to find
Holden
something to hit the Outdoor Columnist
snake with. He
found a paddle and was trying to hit the
snake out of the boat. The snake struck at
him. and he fell out of the boat but so did
the snake. After getting my uncle back
into the boat, we sat there and laughed
about the whole situation.
Throughout the summer, we fished in
eight different crappie tournaments and
won four of them. During one of the tournaments, my brother was tired after fixing the boat and getting ready the night
before, and he decided to doze off during
the tournament. We were still flShing and
trolling along when he violently jerked
and caught himself as his head went
under the water. After he caught himself
and I helped him sit back up, he did not
try to fall asleep anymore the whole day.
My best fishing partner, who happens
to be my dad, and I had a couple of excit·
ing fishing outings as well. The one that
comes to mind is when we were out fishing and almost had our limit when we
saw something funny.
There was one boat all by itself so we
decided to troll over to it. When we got
closer, we saw two older men arguing
and fighting about who was supposed to
put the plug into the boat before leaving
the dock. While they were arguing, the
boat was fl.lling up with water, so my dad
and I tried to tell the two old men that
their boat was sinking. They were simply
to caught up in arguing with each other
that they never noticed us in our boat.
Finally, after hollering to them, we got
their attention and told them we had a
spare plug and they could have it.
My family, hunting buddies and I also
worked on deer stands and turkey blinds
for two weeks until it was time to put
them out this summer. So one mourning,
we all went on an outing to our hunting
land and we were putting out stands and
blinds when it all happened.
My dad and brother were hauling both
of their deer stands when they turned the
curve and smack - they hit a deer and
both of their stands bounced off the trailer. We rushed over to where they were,
and they were all right. So was the fourwheeler. After we got everything back on
the trailer, we set out once again to put up
our stands and blinds.
These are just some of the great memories you can make in the great outdoors.
Remember when you are out in the
wilderness to always be .safe and considerate of the wildlife and other outdoorsmen.
]on Holden is the outdoor columnist for.
The Murray State News. Email him at
jholden@thenews.org
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Athletic program seeks certification
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org
Students in the athletic
training program are placing
their futures in the hands of an
accreditation committee.
Without accreditation, program graduates could not take
the board of certification exam
for athletic trainers, which
several students want to take.
The two-year accreditation
process began in fall 2002 for
the program, and approval
should clear in September.
Jeremy Erdmann, athletic
training program director, said
the program should not have a
problem becoming
fully
accredited.
"The biggest hurdles have
been jumped," Erdmann said.
"We are confident that the
program will be accredited
and have already met the
required standards."
Beth Baril, senior student
Erin Cummins/ The News
athletic trainer from Mount
Ashley Taylor, an athletic training major from
Vernon, Ill., said the certificaChicago
ices tight end Jake Ladd's lmee before praction is essential to the protice
Tuesday.
Ladd comes from Mayfield.
gram.
"The accreditation com- training." Erdmann said. edge in the athletic training
pares to when an accountant "Nurse practitioners give lec- environment.
becomes a Certified Public • tures and medical directors
"You can read as many
Accountant," Baril said. "It is allow students to spend time books as you want, but what
necessary to pass the test in in their offices observing surg- you learn in clinical experieries and general medical con- ence you can't learn from a
order to get a job."
Murray State will be Ken- ditions Like asthma and respi- book," Baril said. "It gives us
tucky's second school to have ratory diseases."
more confidence in ourselves
its athletic training program
Students in the athletic and the more we see. the more
accredited. Eastern Kentucky training program take clinical expt!rience we gain."
University was accredited in experience for five semesters
The accreditation period
1995.
to be prepared when they lasts about five years. then the
To qualify for accreditation, graduate.
training program will be
the Commission on AccreditaThe students work directly reevaluated.
tion of Allied Health Educa- with the athletic teams and do
''The agency will make sure
tion Programs assesses many the same things staff athletic we are involving more allied
trainers do, Erdmann said. health professionals. our gradaspects of the program.
"The agency compares what During this program the stu- uates become certified and
is required to be taught with dents learn to evaluate. treat our students are getting Jobs,"
what is actually being taught, and try to prevent sports Erdmann said.
how many certified athletic injuries.
Until then the athletic traintrainers are on staff and how
"Getting a chance to interact ing program is accepting stumany allied health profession- with athletes teaches us small, dents to become athletic trainal.& are involved in the pro- but important things about the ers. The process is competijob," Beth Baril said. "For tive and students must be
gram," Jeremy Erdmann !laid.
The allied health profes- example, one athlete may like admitted into the program.
sionals include medical direc- a tape job done'•a certain way , "'We love what we do and
tors. physicians, nurse practi- from another athlete, but wouldn't do it if we didn't,"
tioners and physical therapists things Llke that arc what Baril said. "We like helping
that help students learn in real makes a big difference."
people and making a differsituations.
Erdmann said b:mc cort- ence."
"We use resources on cam- cepts are taught in class, while
Interested students can call
pus to teach about athletic students use and apply know!- Jeremy Erdmann at 762-4517.

.DoN'T JUST SIT
THERE, MAKE A
DIFFERENCE!
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\YANTED
•TWO FRESHMAN SENATORS
•ONE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE SENATOR
•ONE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION SENATOR

ALSO
•ONE POSITION ON THE JUDICIAL BOARD

APPLY IN THE SGA OFFICE
1 sT FLOOR OF
THE CURRIS CENTER

Get up to date information
and much more right here!

You K NOW?

You can search
through the archives
of the Murray State
News on thenews.org
to find that time your ·
best friend was written up in police beat. ..
· or any other useful
information!

At thenews.org you can find everything
you would in the printed version of The Murray State News along with fun, new interactive
features, such as:

• Weekly polls of student opinions,
• Discussion forum for events around
campus,
• Streaming video, and,
•The ability to send e-mails to the
editors--let your voice be heard!
Get your edition of The Murray State News today at

thenews.org
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WELCOME BACK MSU STUDENTS!
AT HERITAGE BANK IN MURRAY, YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF:

• FREE STUDENT CHECKING
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ATM'S ON MAIN STREET AND NEXT TO HUDDLE

•

FREE ONLINE BANKING AND BILL PAY

• FREE ORDER OF CHECKS WHEN YOU MENTION THIS AD.

•

VISIT US

ONLINE TODAY AT WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

ERITAGEBANK
YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
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Former Kentucky coach Armstrong goes on counterattack
•
h 1 ff• •al
c1aims SC 0 0 0 lei S
knew about violations
•

(AP) LEXINGTON - Former Kentucky
head coach Hal Mumme and one of his
assistants claimed high-ranking university officials knew the Wildcat football program committed NCAA violations in the
late 1990s, according to a court filing
made in a lawsuit by another former
assistant.
The filing was made by attorneys for
Claude Bassett as part of a federal lawsuit
against the university's athletics association and the NCAA.
It includes a summary of testimony
made by former assistant Tony Franklin
and an affidavit from Mumme.
Franklin testified last week that recruiting violations occurred both before and
after Bassett was hired in 1997 and that
Bassett wasn't the only one at Kentucky
who committed violations.
According to Franklin's testimony, violations occurred "with the implied consent" and "to some extent, with (the) participation" of administrators including
former university President Charles
Wethington, former Athletics Directors
C.M. Newton and Larry Ivy and the university's current NCAA compliance
director. Sandy Bell.
Franklin alleged that lvy told him that
be "wanted to cover up these violations
and avoid scandal to the university by firing Coach Bassett," according to the fLIing, and that Ivy went to Franklin "specifically looking for evidence to fire Coach
Bassett," which Franklin provided.
Reached Wednesday night, Kent ucky
Athletics Department spokesman Scott
Stricklin declined comment on the filing
until university lawyers have seen it.
However, be did defend Bell, saying
"she's as thorough, and adheres to NCAA
regulations as closely, as any compliance
director you'll find."
Bassett, Kentucky's former recruiting
coordinator for football, was the central
figure in an NCAA investigation that led
to major sanctions. He sued, claiming the

defendants - a group that originally
included the Southeastern Conference conspired to keep him from landing
another college job and asked for $50 million in damages.
Bassett resigned in November 2000,
shortly before the NCAA began investi·
gating allegations of wrongdoing in Kentucky's program.
In 2002, the NCAA placed Kentucky o n
probation for more than three dozen
recruiting violations committed between
1998 and 2000.
It banned the Wildcats from a bowl
game for one season and ordered the fo rfeiture of 19 scholarships over a threeyear period.
Bassett, who worked for Mumme, was
found in violation of NCAA ethical con·
duct bylaws and effectively was banned
from working for any NCAA school for
e ight years.
At the time, Bassett acknowledged
breaking NCAA recruiting rules.
Bassett now bas duties as the athletics
director and foo tball coach at a high
school in Robstown, Texas, near Corpus
Christi.
Mumme, now the head coach at New
Mexico State, said in his affidavit that
during a meeting between himself and
Ivy the day after the 2000 season finale,
that Ivy "seemed anxious to find some
violation by Ba..c;sett."
Bassett later was called to the meeting
and asked to resign, which he did.
Mumme said that he understood t hat in
exchange for Bassett's resignation, "he
would not be investigated or p rosecuted
for any alleged violations and that any
accusations o f wrongdoing would e nd
there."
Mumme also said that Bell later told
him "that it would be in the university's
best interest if everything was tied to
Claude Bassett, and that they would
dump all the problems in Claude Bassett's ~p."

AJ._IWiil

(AP)- Lance Armstrong climbed
down off his bike a month ago. His
coun!erattacking skills, though,
remam as sharp as ever.
A day after the director of the
Tour de France said the seventime champion "fooled" race oftidais and the sporting world by
doping, Armstrong responded to
the growing controversy with
harsh words for everyone connected to a report in L'Equipe, the
French sports daily that made the
original accusation.
"Where to start?" Armstrong
mused during a conference call
Wednesday from Washington,
D.C. "This bas been a long, lovehate relationship between myself
and the French."
He went on to lambaste I.'Equipe and question the science and
ethics of the suburban Paris laboratory that stored frozen samples
from the 1999 tour, tested them
only last year and leaked the
results used in the newspaper's
report. He even suggested officials
of the Tour and sports ministries
who were involved in putting the
story together could wind up facing him in court.
"Right now," Armstrong said,
"we're considering all our
options."
But a moment later, he added,
"In the meantime, it would cost a
million and a half dollars and a
year of my life. I have a lot better
things to do with the million and a

half ... n lot better things I can do
with my time. Ultimately. I have to
ask myself th~t question."
What convmced Armstrong to
go on the offensive were remarks
earlier Wednesday by tour director Jenn-Marie ll'blanc. He said
L'Equipe's report that six urine
samples Armstrong provided during hb first tour win in 19lJ9 tested
positive for the red blood cell·
booster EPO had convinced him
the cyclist had cheated.
"The ball is now in his court,"
Leblanc told the newspaper. "Why,
how, by whom? lie owes e....:planations to us and to everyone who
follows the Tour. Today, what l.'Equipe revealed shows me that I
was fooled. We were all fooled."
But in one sense, Armstrong felt
the same way, saying he talked to
Leblanc on the telephone after the
tour director spoke to L'Equipe,
but before those remarks were
published.
"I actually spoke to him for
about 30 minutes and he didn't say
any of that stuff to me personally,"
Armstrong said. "But to say that
l've 'fooled' the fans is preposter·
ous. I've been doing this a long
time. We have not just one year of
only 'B' samples; we have seven
years of 'A' and 'B' samples.
They've all been negative."
Armstrong qul'Stioned the validity of testing samples frozen six
years ago, how those samples were
handled slnce, and how he could

Sports Briefs
CoUege Basketball
(AP) CINCINNATI - Bob Huggins agreed to step down as
Cincinnati's basketball coach, ousted by a school president determined to change the program's
image.
Huggins will receive a $3 million
buyout of his contract. The
school's offer includes a chance to
stay for three more months, giving
advice on basketball recruits and
related matters.
An interim coach ha:; not been
chosen. The school doesn't antici-

pate hiring a permanent replacement until after the 2005-06 season, its first in the Big East.
New school president Nancy
Zimpher sent Huggins an ultimatum on Tuesday, giving him 24
hours to either take the buyout,
stay in 11 capacity other than basketball coach or get tired from the
job.
Huggins was coaching at a basketball camp in Lns Vegas when he
received word from his lawyer
Richard Katz about the letter and
returned to Cincinnati.

MAIN STREET M.USlC
210 Main Street
759-0420
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ACOUSTIC & ElECfRIC GUITARS
AMPS - KEYBOARDS & MORE

mainstreetguitars.com
Monday -Friday 10 a.m - 5 p.m • Saturday 12 p.m - 4 p.m.

•laCR£AM

•DusfRT BAR
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18 Holes
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Adulta ••••••••• $2.()()
SC»ftball & Baseball Batting Cagea....•••••.•••. ~.50

Excellent For Beginning Golfers

753-1152
llll/2

be expected to defend himself
when the only confirming cvidcm:e _ the 'A' sample us~d for the
1999 tests no longer ex1sted. He
also charged officials at the suburban Paris lab with violating World
Anti-Doping Agency code for failing to safeguard the anonymity of
any remaining 'B' samplelj it had.
"It doesn't surprise me at all that
they have samples. Clearly they've
tested all of my samples sibce then
to the highest degree. But when I
gave those samples," he sai'd, refl!rring to 1999, "there was not EPO in
those samples. I guarantee that."
EPO, formally known as ery·
thropoietin, was on the list of
banned substances when Armstrong won his first Tour, but
there was no effective 'est to
detect the drug. But Armstrong's
assurances he never took performanc~cnhancing drugs has been
good enough for his sponsors. A
previously scheduled meeting
with several brought him to Washinb>ton. and he said afterward, "We
haven't seen any damag~."
But Armstrong acknowledged
the same was likely true at l.'Equipe.
"Obviously, this is great business for them," he said. "Unfortunately, I'm caught in the crosshairs.
"And at the end of day,'' he
added, "1 think that's what it's all
about ... selling newspapers. And it
sells.n

mlle of MSU on N. 16 ert.

PGA Teaching Lynn Sullivan Golf Lessons

FootbaU
(AP) CANTON, Ohio - John
Madden. a legendary coach and
one of the best-known NFL television personality. was named a
fmalist for the Pro Football Hall of
Fame. along with former Dallas
Cowboys offensive wckle Rayfield
Wright.
The two. chosen by the Hall's
seniors committee, will be joined
by 13 other candidates from the
modern era. The selection vote
will be on Feb. 4. 2006. the day
before the Super Bowl in Detroit.

• LUCKY DOG •

RECORDING STUDIO
. , 24 TRACK DIGITAL
RECORDING
•

r~J~NS~~~TRAT

489-2246 CHRIS PAPS
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This Week
•Friday
Cinema
lntetnational
7:30 p.m., wday and
Saturday, "I'm Not
Scared," Italiun with
English
subtitles,
rated R. free admission. Curris Center
Theater

• Saturday
Playhouse In . the
Park
2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
"The Hobbit," admission is $7 for children
under 12, $8 for students, $9 for seniors
and $10 for adults, for
more information call
photos by Erin Cummins/The News
759-2199, Murruy·Cai- Full menus &om both Gloria's World Vlllage, IDe. (left) and Mr. Ed's Campus Grill are now avallable at the new recently merged Gloria's World
Joway County Park
Village campus grill location. Gloria's international grocery store will remain open at Its original location.

• Sunday
Auditions

Cuisines .combine as Gloria's buys campus grill

3 p.m., Mozz dance
auditions, open to all
students, l.argc Ball- Elizabe th Caw e ln
room, Curris Center
Assistant Lifestyles Editor

• Mon.d ay
Art Exhibit
8 a.m.. pastels hy
William F. Renzulli,
on display until Sept.
2, Curris Genter
Gallery

•

Recycling Rally
10 a.m., music, free
drinks and recycling
information, for more
information call 7622595, outside Winslow
Dining Hall

Meeting
8 p.m., MSU Rowing
team informational
meeting, for more
information contact
.Markn Vukovic :It

f'cawdn@lthenews.org

Two popular Murray eateries
with starkly contrasting cuisine
styles recently merged.
Gloria Shull, owner of Gloria's
World Vlllagl', 214 15th St., took
out an option to buy Mr. Ed's
Campus Grill, across from Wilson Hall at 200 15th St. The purchase should be complete within
the next few weeks, creating Gloria's World Village and Campus
Grill.
Shull said she and her husband, Stu, had considered moving for some time, but hated to
give up their prime location near
campus.
"Professors, students and
internationals were saying
'Please, don't leave us,'" Shull
said. "We felt needed here, and
we felt a responsibility to be here
for our customers who have

become family to us through the
years, especially the international students."
When Campus Grill owner Ed
Hudgins decided to retire, he
sought out the Shulls.
"Ed said we were the only people he'd let take over his business, and that he trusted us to
keep up his reputation," Shull
said. "He said if we didn't want it,
he would just turn it into apartments."
Though the purchase is not
final, the changes have already
begun. Thl~ international grocery
store will remain at the original
Gloria's location, and the full
Gloria's restaurant menu will be
available alongside Mr. Ed's
menu at the campus grill location, creating an interesting juxtaposition of styles.
One patron can order spicy
chicken green curry or Japanese
chicken bonburi, and the next
can order a hamburger or

cheeseburger and french fries.
"There will be gradual
changes," Shull said. "We want
all original Ed's customers to still
feel at home there and get the
same wonderful food."
Shull said there are plans to
expand the restaurant, and possibly move the grocery to the campus grill location. too. She also
wants the menu to include more
desserts and to-go items, and add
new dishes like barbecue pork,
chili dogs and vegetarian
option.c;. Shull's husband runs the
kitchen.
Beyond the menu, patrons will
notice other changes during the
next year. Shull said she would
like to add more decor to the
walls despite the resistance she
has heard from some regular customers who are attached to the
campus grill's signature sponged
paint job.
"It won't be formal," Shull said.
"We don't want to make people

who've been there for years feel
uncomfortable. We're not going
to be able to please everybody.
But if you have good food,
friendly people and the place is
clean, you'll be successful."
Shannon Spurlock, sophomore
from Ocean View, N.J., works at
the restaurant and said she
thinks the combination will be
for the better.
"I think people are going to
like it because you have the
option to order from both
menus,'' Spurlock said. "It's nlce,
especially if you are a vegetarian
and your friends aren't, which is
my situation."
Spurlock said regular customers had some concerns that
things would not be the same in
their favorite eatery.
"Hardcore Ed's people were
really nervous because they
thought things would change and
their food wouldn't be the same,"
she said. "But Mr. Ed came in and

taught everyone how to make the
food and how to use the grill, and
we're still ordering the same
food he used. Nothing's changing."
One of those regular Mr. Ed's
customers is Amber Voorhies.
sophomore
from
Murray.
Voorhies said she frequents the
restaurant once or twice each
week, and she visited the newly
combined eatery for the first
time this week.
"It was very cluttered and hectic," she said. "The employees
seemed not quite in the groove, a
little overwhelmed."
Voorhies said she ordered her
usual chicken sandwich, and was
satisfied nothing drastic had
changed in the kitchen.
"The food was fine, but I had
to wait a really long time to get
it," Voorhies said.
The restaurant is now operating extended hours, closing at 8
p.m. Monday through Saturday.

~~=~;.: Kenlake Amphitheater plays host to Hot August Blues Festival
Cinema
Intema- Staff Report
tionaI
7~30
p.m., "Hotel
(Jtcr surviving the first f~'f(, ~~s of
J!.w:ll)~~"..,, EngJi!;p.i, 1 ,~ln~~· students can cele~~~~ rv~x
rated PG-13, free Wttn blues and barbecue.
Curris
The 16th Annual Hot August Blues Fesadmission,
Ccnter Theater
tival starts today and features many different artists: Toni Lynn Washington,

• Sep.t_~.2

Cinema
International
7:30 p.m., "Hotel
Rwanda."
Engli~h.
rated PG-13, free
admission,
Curris
Center Theater

The

Dave McKenzie, Sweet Papa Dave and
Lew Jetton & 61 South.
The gates open at 3 p.m.
today. and __Blue Mother
Tupelo starts the show at 5
p.m. The festival continues Saturday at 10 a.m. and music starts at
noon.

The performances will be at Kenlake Amphitheater at Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora.
To get to Aurora, travel
on U.S. 641 north and turn
right on Ky. 80; drive about 15
miles; and turn right at the Kenlake
art by Chla·Hung Chang

State Resort Park sign.
Tickets at the gate are $10 today and $15
Saturday. Advance tickets for Saturday
.are available for $13 until 3 p.m. today.
Portion of benefits will go to the Shriners
of Western Kentucky.
For more information on the festival
call <800) 325-0143.

Quad Squad by Robert Duckett
r---------------~--~

BIZI SUMMER'S OVER.
WE CAN MOVE BACK INTO
THE DORMS.

• Se t. 3
Cinema
Intema-.
tiona!
7:30 p.m.. "Hotel
Rwanda."
English,
r:ttcd PG-13, fr<.'e
admission,
Curris
Center Theater

To have your event listed in the
calendar e-mail the information
to the news @murr~ystate.edu,
call 762-4468 or drop it by 111
Wilson. Deadline for calendar
information is 5 p.m. Tuesday.

I.JliJNJ)Il\r

Head South for the coldest beer & best burgers!

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A
WEEK

10 a.m. - 3 a.m.
(Sunday open 1 p.m.)
Pool Tournaments
Cash Prizes!
Take that short drive, you will be glad you did!
We want your business-college students
are always welcome! Every night Is a party!

Complete For m al Wear Headq u arters

" lltr{J)s

._.

l.abp0f

l

Formal Wear, Limousines & Vans
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-5000

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888·367-6757

Weddings. Proms,
Banquets. Birthdays
and Anniversaries
<Toll Free Nationwide>

www.mrjsladyjs.com

116 N. Market
Pans, TN 38242
(731) 642·5300

1·888·9LUXURY
1..:888-958-9879

Campus Grill 8

Located OffHwy. 641 S. • Puryear, Tn.

(/1Mi4 j WoJJ tl-~

731 -247-57~

Now serving American and
International style dishes.

Welcome back MSU Students

Burgers
Fries
Gyros

10% MSU
DISCOUNT
with I.D. on dry cleaning!
605 Main St., Murray, KY 42071

(270) 753-2552
I.

Thai Food - - - - -...........- -.

Japanese Food
Salads

"THE ONLY PLACE TO GET
YOUR HAIR CUT"

Carry Out

& Breakfast Avail-

able

Com i ng in Sept e mbe r
Hand s & Feet by Elisabeth
900 Coldwa t er Road
759 - 1100

214 N. 15th St.
759-3233

200 N. 15th St.
• 753-3406

Mond11y ·Friday: I011 m • Sp.m.
Saturday: lOll rn. • 3p.m

Monday· Friday: 7a.m .- 8p.m.

Groceries & Phonecards

Restaurant

Sat\uday; 8a.m. · 3p.m.
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Band makes magic fusing folk, bluegrass
Review

Sell out an arena, and you'll
know you have fans. Make it to No.
1 on the charts, and you'll know
people are buying your music.
Cover a Bob Dylan song and do it
well, and you wilJ never have to
prove yourself as a musician again.
Nickel Creek, a bluegrass-folk
trio with Murray connections, took
on the Dylan tune "Tomorrow is a
Long Time" for "Why Should the
Fire Die?", its third and most
aggressive album.
Like "All Along the Watchtower" in the hands of Jimi Hendrix,
Nickel Creek made "Tomorrow..
distinctly its own and dropped the
reinvented track directly in the
middle of a solid line-up of handcrafted songs.
Chris Thile, Sean Watkins and
Sara Watkins are Nickel Creek mandolin, guitar and fiddle,
respectively, with a little banjo,
bass and stomps sprinkled sporadically throughout. Though the
untrained ear might classify the
music as country, its rhythms,
lyrics and the occasional instrumental track land it squarely in the
bluegrass category.
·
Don't let the genre scare you.
The album is an intense folk experience. This is not your grandfather's back porch bluegrass.
Though the percussive rhythms,
harmonies, fiddle and the twang of
the mandolin stay true to the roots
of traditional Kentucky bluegrass,

Andrea Chapman/The News

Michael Archer, from Corenelius, N.C., helps Trevor Hudspeth, visiting student from Corenelius, N.C., move into Regents College.

the lyrics and aggressive, ambitious sounds take the new listener
and even the avid Nickel Creek fan
on an entirely new ride.
"Why Should the Fire Die?" has
no shortage of standout songs, but
the true strengths of the record are
in rhythm, lyrics and vocals, particularly the beautifully orchestrated harmonics.
On first listen, there are a few
tracks not to be missed. "Best of
Luck" is an addictive rhythmic
masterpiece, and "Jealous of the
Moon" and "Helena" are lyrically
outstanding and melodically heart
wrenching. Thile no less than
proves himself as a song writer,
having penned both of these tunes
plus composing or contributing to
almost every other track.
Another must-listen is, as aforementioned, the Dylan cover
"Tomorrow is a Long Time,"
which showcases the group's signature harmonies and the smooth
soprano voice of Sara Watkins,
whose style is hauntingly similar
to that of country-folk singer Alison Krauss, a guest producer on
the album.
After its 2000 self-titled debut
and 2002's "This Side," Nickel
Creek already had begun wearing
an innovative musical path and
earning itself a unique spot in the
industry. If there were ever any
doubt as to the places this trio will
go, "Why Should the Fire Die?"
extinguishes every one.
These talented players bring
something to the table in a distinctly different manner from any
other group - style. In the arts,
influences abound and can often

be identified in even the most successful groups' or singers' recordings. A guitarist might imitate the
riffs of Jimmy Page or the slow
hand of Eric Clapton. A pianist
intertwines shades of Billy Joel.
And while the members of Nickel
Creek could likely rattle off a list of
influential artists, when you listen
to this album, all you hear Is Nickel Creek.
This is a driving album, a sittingin-your-room album and a lazy
Sunday afternoon album. It's the
soundtrack to your deep thoughts
or what you put on when you don't
want to think at all.
This group cannot be compared,
this album cannot be compared,
the musicianship is simply
unmatched. The music will appeal
to country fans, folk listeners and
traditional rock'n'rollers. With a
No. 1 debut on the independent
and Internet sales charts, the success can only increase from here.
Visit www.nickelcreek.com to
listen to samples of tracks from
"Why Should the Fire Die?" You
can also check out clips from the
group's other albums and tracks
from Sean Watkins' and Chris
Thile's solo releases.

Music reviews are written by Assis·
tant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth
Cawein.
No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't
bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try
before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment-----• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

•DVD

,. Books

1. ChapterV
Staind

1. The 40-Year-Old Virgin

I. We Belong Together

l.GuessWbo

1. TheDa

2.Nowl9

2. Dukes of Hazzard

Various Artists

3. Fireflies

3. Red Eye

Faith Hill
4. The Emancipation of

4. Skeleton Key

Mimi
S. Four Brothers

Mariah Carey
s. Monkey Business
The Bla~k Eyed Peas .!.,.. •

"

Source: Billbo.lrd.com

.

• . . . :d

.•

Source: Cheri The.Hres

Mariah Carey
2. Alexander: Director's Cut
2. Don't Cha
The Pussycat Dolls featuring
3.Alexander
Busta Rhymes
3. Pon de Replay
4. Gbostbusten 1 and 2: DouRihanna
ble Feature Gift Set
4. Let Me Hold You
Row Wow featuring Omarion
s.. XXX: State of the Union
s. YouandMe
Life house

Source: Billboard.com

viDci cOJe

Dan Brown
2. Lifeguard
James Patterson and Andrew
Gross
3. The Historian
Elizabeth Kostova
4. The Mermaid Chair
Sue Monk Kidd
S. The Interruption of
Everything
'Terry McMillan
Source: nytimes.com

Source; Billboard.com

•Website
playho::ec:n:;:::c:t
Playhouse in the Park is a
theater located in an old
train/freight depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
The playhouse produces plays
year-round. There is information about up-coming shows,
times and ticket prices on the
Web site. If anyone would like
to volunteer for concessions,
bOx office, house managers, set
designers and costumes call
759-1752.

The ladies of

tllpha 1Jelta Pi
con~rat~late

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

CUSTOM SCREENPRINT
AND EMBROIDERY
t?tnntz

~tltl ~U'r: ntzWif 'r:tlm~atzltZa ~t~'r:tl 'bull ~6

fOU.'C

'bav~'r:lttl q'r:tliZk ana Univtz'r:~itr mtl'r:Cht:cnai~tzl

Congratulations to all new
sorority members. Good Luck
to all fraternities for fall rush.

their newest members

Sherri tlnderson \ 1
Sarah .Balbach
Wtggan .BerQJ ;/'
.BrittnfJ) Brandon
tlshlfJJ Brandt
Katherine Childers
tlslin Clark
tlllison Richie
I__
-¢tlmanda Schraven
<tfillarie Shields /1'
Rebecca Vance
michelle 3urlof!9 .

-....<>"-

,I

104 N. 15th St.
Across from
Sparks Hall

Welcome to -;?:__......
the first and finest!
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Alumnus talks to freshmen
about education, indecision
Phillip Dishon

pursued his master's degree.
the Humanitas Prize.
Rickman founded "The
Rickman said the key to his
pdi$hon @thenew~.org
Depot." an independent the· success was his own detenni·
ater and a n improvisational nation.
Tom Rickman entered Mur- satire gr oup calJed "InSession"
"It wouldn't have happened
ray State in 1961. and he didn't during his years at Illinois.
unless I would have made it
have a plan. However, he is the
T he two groups' successes happen," Rickman said.
first to admit he never needed made Rickman want to try
Despite Rickman's many
one.
more ambitious projects.
accomplishments, F. King
"I was pretty unclear on the
"(These experiences) led me Alexander said Rickman is a
concept of what I was going to to think I could make a movie," very down-to-earth person.
do when I got out of (college)," Rickman said.
"It is a rare thing in Holly·
Rickman said . ..I was sort of
That was when he wrote and wood to find someone who is
feeling my way through directed "Good Blood" based
as generous and humble that
things."
on a story by Flannery O'Con· has accomplished so much,"
That was the message Rick· nor. T he film earned Rickman Alexander said. "Rickman is a
man had for the freshman class a fellowship to the American great role model"
at the New Student Convoca- Film Institute in Beverly Hills,
Alexander, who introduced
tion Monday in Lovett Audito· Calif., where he wrote and Riclanan at the convocation,
rium during Great Beginnings. directed "What Fixed Me," a said he first met the screen"Don't feel bad if you don't · film that won national recogni- . writer at an alumni function in
know what you want to do tion and wac; fUmed entirely in California where Rickman was
when you come here," Univcr· Sharpe, Rickman's hometown.
speaking to other Murray State
sity President F. King AlexanRickman then received graduates on succeeding in Los
der said. "Parents and others screen writing and directing Angeles.
may try to p ressure you, but offers from MGM and other
"People probably think he
it's okay if you just don't know studios and wo rked on "Kansas was this driven person in his
yet."
C ity Bombet," "Bless the chosen field of screen writing
Tom Rickman, a Kentucky Child," "Everybody's All· and TV and movie produc·
native and 1965 Murray State American," "The River Rat" tion," Alexander said. "The
alumnus, told the audience his and ''Coal Miner's Daughter," beauty of- what I hope stucollege experience involved a for which he received an Acad· dents walk away with from lot of hoping :.10d searching.
emy Aw ard nomination for this is that be didn't know what
The only thing Rlckman was best screenplay.
he wanted to do when he came
sure of was he wanted to write.
Rickman's work has not been here."
. After he joined the Universi· limited to the silver screen. He
Alexander said freshmen
ty' s newspaper staff and
also wro te the te leplay for and new students can learn
declared a journalism major, "T he Reagans" in 2003 and from Rickman.
Rickman tried auditioning for a received an Emmy nomination
Rickman offered encourageplay to help him overcome his for his teleplay for "Truman" ment to students who are conshy demeanor.
in 1995.
cerned about their academic
Rickman said acting quickly
However, Rickman's teleplay and professional futures.
became his new passion, so of the non-fiction book "Tues• My only advice to (stumuch so that it followed him to days With Morrie" has been his dents) is don't worry about it,"
the University of Illinois, biggest success, earning him he s aid. "If you are active
Champaign-Urbana where he the Writer's Guild Award and enough and you want it
Staff Writer
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University Preside nt F. King Alexander, Tom Rickman, 1965 Murray alumnus, and
Student Government Association President Scott Ellison stand during the acade·
mlc procession at the New Student Convocation in Lovett Auditorium. Rickman,
who bas written and directed numerous Hollywood films and award-winning television shows, was the guest speaker at the Gre~t Beginnings event.
enough, it will happen."
Dawn Mclikant, freshman
fro m Auburn, attended the
convocation and said she could
understand the point he was
trying to make.
She said she tried to have a
plan for her future but that
thiilgs can cha nge and you can
never know what to expect.
Melikant said she was sur- •

prised that someone who has
accomplished so much was
willing to come to Murray to
speak to new students.
"I actually thought it was
really respectful of him to
come hack to his roots and to
try and help (the freshman
class)," Melikant said.
Aside from educating writers and directors across the

g lobe and serving as a mentor
for others in the industry at his
own screen writing wmk~hop
in Calif., Rickman has contin·
ucd to pursue other writing
projects.
His most recent work. a 12·
hour documentary miniseries
titled
"Berry
Gordy's
Motown," will air on NRC in
2006.

First Step Learning Center L,

755·3961 • 814 CoW_.ter Road • Murray
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New ~ ..........,.. • 1ges 6 weeks to 9 years old
MOINIItfrld•y 6-9 p.111.
\ Vclcomc Back MSll
Your Cllll' stop S<)Urcc.
&ra~king~ l Jniquc Gilis

522· 7875

Vote<J:favorJte consignment
shop three years in a row!
est. 1975
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BB&T Student Banking
THE RIGHT COURSE FOR MANAGING YOUR MONEY.

BB&T Student Checking gives you
everything you need to get started:
• Unlimited BB&T 24 ATM transactions*
• Unlimited number of debit card purchases
• No minimum balance or monthly maintenance fee

Plus, everything you need to keep going • A no-fee BB&T Check Card**
• No-fee unlimited automated inquiries through BB&T Phone24
• No-fee BB&T Online®

Open a BB& T Student Checking account today!
*From Student Checking
••subjed to credit a/JPrOl'al
Member FDIC
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uwzr.BBandT.com
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Employees combat rising health care costs with course
Ellzabetb Caweln
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org
As health care expenses
increase. the University is
looking to combat higher costs
by offering employees an
avenue to develop healthier
lifestyles.
Health 189, open only to faculty and staff, made its debut in
the course catalog this semester. Corky Broughton, wellness
and therapeutic sciences
department chairman, said the
class is a part of the University's effort to be proactive about
health care.
There are requirements
throughout the semester for
the pass or fail course.
Employees enrolled are
required to attend workshops
on topics ranging from nutrition to proper exercise prescription, attend the annual
faculty and staff health fair and
complete three documented

workouts per week.
The greatest perk of the
course for many faculty and
staff is the free membership to
the weUness center for the fall
semester. Employees and their
spouses are eligible to enroll,
then use their Racer cards to
enter the facilities.
John Yates, dean of Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach. and his wife enrolled
in the coarse. He said the wellness center access was one of
his main motivations.
Yates said he and his wife
are trying to improve their
health. He is also taking a physical fitness course at Martial
Arts of America in addition to
HEA 189.
"The bottom line is to lose
weight and get in shape," be
said. "I'll be 63 next month, and
I'm trying to begin to improve
my nutrition habits to carry me
into my later years. I want to
start eating better.''
Registrar Donna Harris has

similar goals for the course.
"I enrolled because I needed
the incentive to make some life
changes," Harris said. "I have a
high stress job and high blood
pressure, and I needed a mandate to get me started."
She said the required workouts three times weekly will
help keep her on track toward
a healthier life.
"I needed that poke to get
started," Harris said. "I knew if
I didn't have some sort of
requirement or a grade that I
would just keep sitting at my
desk."
Harris also said she is looking forward to the employee
health fair. At the fair, which
takes place in Carr Health Oct.
6, employees have the opportunity to receive up to $1.200
worth of free medical assessments and tests.
-..We have this wonderful
health fair every year, and I
skipped it last year, just stayed
at my desk," s~e said. "With

this class I have to go, which is
great Otherwise 1 wQuld talk
myself out of it again."
Harris said she hopes to gain
knowledge through the course
workshops and develop an
exercise program she enjoys.
"I want this to get me into
some habits that I will continue
long after the course is over,"
Harris said.
Faculty and staff interested
in the course can use their
tuition waiver to enroll.
Corky Broughton said if
tuition waivers are already in
use, the waiver for the HEA 189
course will not count against a
faculty or staff member's total
waiver limit.
Broughton said the focus on
personal health and preventative measures does not stop
with faculty and staff mem·
hers. Students are eligible to
receive health screenings for
blood pressure, bone density
and body composition free in
the wellness center.
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FOR SALE
3-week building sale!ll 20x24, Now
$2320. 25x30, $3490. 30x40, $5170.
40xSO, $8380. 40x60. $10,700.
SOxiOO, $15,244. Othe~ . Ends/ Accessories optional. "Priced to sell I" Pionrer
1-800-668-5422

Hiah School Exchange Studenl3 m need
ofnost families. Has own insurance and
spending money. Promotes world
Peace! American Intercultural Student
Exchange. www.aise.com t-800-SIB·
LING

Pole Barn BI.OWOUTI 30x50x10 Only
$6,495. Free dt>livery, painted metal,
slider. 24x40x10 $4,995; 40x64x10
$11 ,995; Call 917-559-5405

Accepting Trainees for Werner, Swift,
CR England, others! 16 day COLI No
money down, student financing! Tuition
reimbursement avail. Job pTacement
asst. Mon-Sun 1-800-883.0171 x6

Auc·tion- Sat. 913/05, 9am. Crol.sville,
TN. Open Consignment! l<lte model
conwuct1on, l~ing. farming equipment. 600+ maJor ltPmsl 1-866-789·
5169. www.amcrican-auctioneers.com.
AmeriGJn Auctionrers, Lt.C TNSL4867
Fcx 5.lle- Two-Story brick office build·
ing In Frankfort, near 1-64/US 127.
Approx. 2JOO square feet, Internet
wired. large conieren<:c room, seven
individual ofiice., 4 half-bat~. ketch·
encttc. Part oi office building complex.
Fcx sale by owner. I!Tlllll..>diate occupan·
cy. Caii502-22J-8821 Bam-Spm M-F.

HELP WANTED
Air Traftk Control: No Exp. Needed; we
train. HS Grads 17-.34. Great pay, beneft13. Mu~ reloc.1te. Cdll M-F 800-284·
6289

-------------------

Custom Manuf.1cturer seeks 'killed FAB·
RICATORS and WELDERS for Louisville
facility. Competitive wage, exccllt•nt

Drive Cfll Attend Memphis orientation.
$0.05 NE bonus pay! Think annual
earnings! XM Service provided. Class·A
COL required 1-80Q.CFI-DRIVE (1·800234-3748) ex www.didrive.com
Driver- $2,750 Sign On- "Orientation
Pay, •Earn up to $49,000 1st •Benefits
1$1 ot month after 30 days, Predictable
Home Time- CDl-N 6 mos OTR. JOC
LOf!istics 877-687-5627 (7 dayslwk).

r.,-

Drivers- Dozens of job offers with one
app. Recruiters Compete, you win!
www .newdrivingjobs.com
~------

Drivers, over the road, 35 states. Flat
w/sldes, late model conventionals. 3
years experience. 52,000 sign on bonus.
Start .34¢· .38¢ mik'+ tlenefits. call
(800)444-6648
Drivers! Run your share of 2 BILLION
miles/ year! New Pay & Hometime
options. 1-800-231-5209 www.Swift·
TruckingJobs.c~m
_
_ _
Drivers· We offer mcxe than just a job!
We offer a career. Unique hauling for
the government. Top pay & benefits, &
advancemenL You must have 2 years of
experience, CDL·A wl Hazmat, & NO
FELONIES. Teams & Solos- Give us a
call today to begin your exciting career!
TSMT www.tsmtco.com 1·800-8468768
Go Home this weekend! We pay what

Driver- Covenant Transport. Excellent
pay & benefits for Experienced Driven,
Q/0, Solos, Teams & Graduate Students. Bonuses Available. Refrigerated
Now Available. 888-MORE-PAY (888667-3729) _______ ___

you ~~ $.4&mllel Hometlme you
need! Great Trucks! Blue CroW Blue
Shield! Dental! 401 k! Believe It! Heart·
land
Express
1-800-441-4953
www.heartlandexpress.c_om
_ _ __

Driver: Owner Operators Needed. Can
you use $1.10..$1 .14 average per mile
per week? No fcxced dispatch. Call Max
0 T&T 1-800-511-0D82

Hogan Transport Needs Inexperienced
drivers. Home most weekends, $1,0001
$2,000 si!Sn on bonus for new students.
Shared tUition. Good starting pay. Paid
training. 1·800-455-4682

Drivers/ COL-A OZARK Motor lines,
Company Drivers & Owner Operators:
home weekend, great pay & benefits,

Send a message to your friends in the
personals section of the classifieds.

Family Healthcare w!prcscription plan!
$69.95/ mo. Nationwide Coverage, No
limitations. tncl~: IJ<x.1ors, Dtmtal,
Vision, Hosp. & morel Everyone
Accepted! Call: WCG 800-288-9214
ext. 2332
New Power Wheelchairs, srooters, Hc>S·
pital beds. Absolutely no cost to you.
Call to qualify. 1·866·34&-4046

EDUCATIONAl
Eam Degree online from home. •MedIcal, •Business. •Paralegal, •comput~.
Job Placement assistance. Computer
and Financial ad if qualify. www.onlint•·
tidewatertech.com 866-858-2121.

TRAVEl
An Affordable and beautiful wedding
chapel in the Smoky Mountains. Christian Ceremony, pictures. vlcleo, flowers,
music S165. Formal Wear rental al50
available.
Call
1-800-922-2052
www.weddingbells1nthesmokles.c~

CHfRRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown. Golf
Digest voted us best places to play
2004! Join us for your nt'Xt round/outing. Special Membership available,
502-570..9849!
Panama City Beach· Sandpiper-Sea·
con Beach Resort From $39 (1·2p or

arrive
Mon.tions) Pools, river
bar, R00-488·8828
bcacon.com

message 1n

MISC.

The Murray

One ordl'r, One 'ht'Ck, One smart
rnove! S.we time and money by mak·
ing un1• call to pl.1ce d 25-word classffitX! in 70 Kentucky. m:wsp.1pers for
only SU.'i. l'or more information, cont.l<t the classified department of this
new$p.1pl'r or call KPS 1-502-22JIlR21

State News

classifieds for

Child!l'n's Clothing Stcxe tnventOf)' for
s;~le. Inventory, Rack.~. Name, (no building). Fcx mcxe information, call after 5
pm. 606-474-8649
__ -~
An(•ntion Homeowners: Display homes
wanted ror vinyl sidmg. windows, rook.
Easy Credit terms. No payments until
2006. Starting at S99 month. Call1-800251-0843

PER WORD!

Classified advertising deadline
is 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Ads may be submitted In Wilson Hall room 111 or mailed
$SCASI-t$S Immediate cash ior struc- • to Classifteds, do The Murray
lured settlements, .mnuities. law suit,
State News, 2609 Univcr$ity
mortg.1ge notes & cash flows. JG Went·
Station, Murray, KY 42071.
wortfi #1. 1-800-7q4-7310
Classif'ieds must be p,lid before
Gun Show! CJnthiana, KY. August 27they run.
28, Nat. GuJr A.tmory. SJt. 9-5. Sun. 9·
J, ror more information, call 765-914For more information
0051 . BuyiSe!!!_lrad~
call 762-4478.

Divorce $195. Incorporation 5195.
Your alternative to expensive legal
fees! ncdproserviceCPaol.com or 1800-JOl-1170

t
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NBWS

Advertising Sales Representatives needed THB~Y

